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March 25, 2020 

 

Dear GFF leaders, 

 

We look forward to seeing you at our upcoming video GFF Board meeting on Sunday, April 

26,2020 from 11:15 AM to 2:15 PM EDT via video conference.  We will send you a link to the 

zoom conference call the week of the meeting. 

 

For your convenience attached is the agenda, the final draft of the by-laws for discussion and the 

docket of proposals for review in advance of our meeting. We envision finalizing our work on the 

bylaws at this meeting.  

 

In our continuing effort to encourage your active participation at our board meetings, all board 

members have been assigned to present one or two of the organizations that we are reviewing. 

Please see the attached chart that overviews the docket and notes your role.  Additionally, since we 

have abbreviated the meeting, at the suggestion of Eric, please review the proposals in advance and 

send a brief email to all if you are in general in favor or opposed to funding the proposal and 

at what level.  This will help eliminate some of the time that we have historically spent going 

back-and-forth voting on proposals that most of us already support.  

 

We are pleased that Jamie Bowser, GFF Administrative Assistant, will again be joining us at our 

meeting.  

 

In order to plan for the fall 2020 GFF board meeting, please check your schedule to see if one of 

these prospective dates are possible for our fall meeting:  October 18, 25; November 8. As always, 

please feel free to reach out to either of us with any comments prior to our meeting.  

 

Hoping for a speedy end to the pandemic and health to all. Wishing you and your families a safe, 

healthy, happy and meaningful Pesach. 

 

Warmly,   

  

Michael and Carol 
 



 

 

 

 

  



  

 

 
 
 

Board Meeting Agenda 

-via video conference- 

 

Sunday, April 26, 2020 

11:15 a.m. - 2:15 p.m. EDT 
 

11:15   Informal catch up  
 

11: 25  Welcoming remarks, Michael 

 

11:35   Review and approval of fall November 17, 2019 board meeting minutes, Michael 

 

11:45   Financial report, Bart 

  

11:55   Review and approval of the by-laws, Eric  

 

12:25   Date for the fall 2020 board meeting: October 18, 25; November 8, Michael 

 

12:40   Our role within the Israeli philanthropic landscape, Carol   

 

12:55   Fall 2020 cycle topic, Carol 

 

1:05     Break 

 

1:20     Review and discussion of the Spring 2020 docket  

 

2:05     Closing remarks, Michael  

 

2:15     End of meeting 
 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gimprich Family Foundation Board Meeting Minutes  

Sunday, November 17, 2019 

 

Present:  David Fishman, Leora Fishman, Talya Fishman, Amy Josefek, Michael Schmidt, 

Susannah Sirkin 

 

Participation via video conference: Judy Dolmatch, Eric Wittstein 

 

Absent:  Bart Dolmatch 

 

Staff: Carol Goldgeier, Program Officer, Jamie Bowser, Administrative Assistant 

 

Welcome and President’s Report, Michael Schmidt  

Michael Schmidt called the meeting to order and welcomed all.  He thanked everyone for their 

ongoing commitment to supporting GFF’s work.  Michael provided a brief report on the work that 

he has been doing with Carol including the below: 

 

Raising GFF’s Visibility 

GFF’s recently launched newsletter, Thoughtful Giving, was sent in September to nearly 400 

grantees and funders:  it generated interest in our work from other funders and grantees.  The next 

newsletter will be sent in the spring.  He encouraged all to submit articles for the next newsletter, 

no longer than about 200 words, highlighting an aspect of GFF’s work for grantees.   

 

 Our website has been visited 300 times in the past three months by 224 unique users with an 

average of a three-minute duration visit.  There was a peak in users in the week following the 

distribution of the newsletter.   

 

In January 2020 a high-level workshop is planned in Israel to be hosted by GFF to assist a select 

group of our grantees to improve their presentation skills and enhance their communication with 

the GFF and other funders.  If you know of organizations that you think would benefit from this 

training, please provide any names to Carol this coming week. 

 

Financial and Administrative Updates 

 

Our annual expenses are being recorded, reviewed and tracked by Jamie and Bart. The 2018-2019 

audit has been completed and our 2019 taxes paid.  The auditor raised concerns about 

strengthening the process by which we reconcile our expenses and accounts.  These concerns have 

been addressed and with our now monthly reconciliation process done by Jamie, reviewed by 

Carol and monitored by the Treasurer.  Please make sure that you submit the expense form along 

with receipts to Jamie and to Bart.  

 

Administratively, our application, budget, and report forms have been updated to provide more 

information about organization structure and leadership, allowing us to have a better sense of the 

organizations and organizational structure.  Samples of the updated forms were distributed for 

review.   

David and Michael visited Israel and conducted site visits in Israel.   



Michael and Carol met with the new President of HUC-JIR, Dr. Andrew Rehfeld, to inform him of 

our relationship with HUC.  Jamie will continue to report to HUC-JIR after her tenure ends there 

in the coming weeks and plans to continue her work with GFF.  At HUC, we will have a dedicated 

workspace, cabinet for storage, and use of their address for our mail and mailroom services.  There 

is a possibility that HUC may begin charging a monthly rental fee.   

 

Review of Spring 2019 minutes  

The minutes from our May 19, 2019 meeting were reviewed and unanimously approved.  

 

Financial Report, Eric Wittstein:  

Eric, Vice President, in the absence of Bart Dolmatch, Treasurer, provided an overview on our 

financial situation.  He reported that our balance as of October 31, 2019 is $8.050M.  During the 

12-month period, we earned $387,500 in distributions and had paid roughly $215,000 in expenses, 

for a total outlay of $602,500.  Over the past year we show a return of about $800K or 11.75% 

over the 12-month period.   

 

By-laws, Eric Wittstein 

   

Eric presented an overview on the modifications to the by-laws. After discussion, it was voted to 

amend all of the revisions (with the exception of the below relating to Section II) that were 

distributed and prepared by Eric in advance of the meeting.  The following changes were also 

noted the language in Article II, Sec. 1 will be changed to read from “no less than” to “fewer,” and 

to correct the misspelled word “qualifications.”   

 

The board voted and approved a term limit.  Each non-family board member will be eligible to 

serve for up to two three-year terms, after which time he/she will be required to take a year hiatus 

from the board and can then be invited back to the board.  Family members and officers in the 

middle of their terms will not be required to take a hiatus.  If no new board members are invited to 

join the board then board members will not be required to take a hiatus from the board. Talya, 

Leora, and Susannah have offered to begin their respective rotations off the board, beginning in 

Spring 2021.   

 

The process for recruitment, vetting and acceptance of new board members remains the same: 

candidates for the board are invited to attend two consecutive GFF meetings and participate in 

deliberations and discussion, but cannot vote. After two board meetings, all current board members 

will vote on whether to invite a candidate to join the board. After which time any new board 

member will be eligible to serve for up to two three -year terms before taking a hiatus from the 

board. 

  

It was discussed and then voted not to increase the board size nor add an “Associate Member” 

status. The section of the by-laws relating to term limits will be drafted by Talya and Susannah and 

shared with the entire board within the month. Eric will then review the language with an attorney 

to ensure that the by-laws are legally sound. It is anticipated that the final revisions to the by-laws 

will be completed no later than the end of December 2019. 

 

 



GFF Funding Trends, Carol Goldgeier 

Carol provided a review of the trends of GFF funding over the past 10 years, highlighting what 

has worked well and what has not worked as well.  The key take-aways from her presentation are: 

understanding the area of focus; having knowledge and consistence in the subject area; 

considering the organization lifecycle/stage.  Risks for failure with funding relate to funding 

projects that are not part of GFF’s core mission, funding areas outside of our realm of 

understanding and funding projects not supported by project constituency.   As a result, we should 

focus on the length of grants, grant amounts, board make-up of grantees and relationship with 

client demographics, fiscal diversity and board engagement. It is critical to remain focused, 

increase opportunities for organizations to enhance their capacity building and to develop 

evaluation tools.  Reducing the number of grantees and expanding larger, multi-year grants can be 

critical in the success of GFF’s involvement with an organization. 

 

Future topics for focus 

There was a discussion on the value of remaining focused on a strategic interest of GFF.  As a 

result, we will continue to focus on Jewish religious pluralism in Israel and shared/civil society in 

Israel.    

 

Review of Grant Proposals 

A discussion was had on the below organizations’ applications and a total of $188,000 was 

approved for distribution to nine organizations, including six new grants to Israeli projects and 

three multi-year grants. One applicant was not approved for funding, A second installment of a 

$20,000 two-year grant was approved to Lawyers for Good Governance, and second installment 

of a $20,000 of a three-year grant to Merchavim was also approved for distribution.  The second 

year allocation was approved for Neemani Torah, but had been previously distributed in May 

2019 so is not included in the fall 2019 allocation. 

 Fall 2019 Grantees 

 Organization and Projects Amount granted Amount 

distributed 

 Multi-year distributions   

1. Lawyers for Good 

Governance  

 $20,000 

2. Merchavim  $20,000 

3. Neemani Torah  $18,000 (already 

distributed in May 

2019) 

 Sub-total  $58,000 



 New Grantees  Amount granted Amount distributed 

4. Rashut HaRabim: General 

support 

$30,000 (must resubmit 

one -page proposal) 

$30,000 to be 

distributed after 

review of updated 

information 

5. Kolech: Building fundraising 

capacity 

$20,000 x 3 years = 

$60,000  

$20,000 for the first 

year 

6. Kesher-FSU: Jewish identity 

program for FSU women 

immigrants 

$10,000 $10,000 

 

7. 

Hashgacha Pratit: Outreach to 

FSU Israelis about marriage 

alternative 

$20,000 (may reapply next 

year for 2 additional years) 

$20,000 

8. Kulam: Digital Jewish Portal $0 $0 

9. Shaharit: Building evaluation and 

fundraising capacity 

$30,000 + $20,000 x 2= 

$70,000 over 3 years 

(exception made to the 

guidelines on a multi-year 

grant to a new grantee) 

$30,000 for the first 

year 

10 Tag Meir: Outreach to Israeli 

Arabs 

$20,000 $20,000 

 TOTALS NEW GRANTS $210,000  

 TOTAL DISTRIBUTION  $188,000 (including 

$18,000 pre-

distributed) 

Fall 2019 Meeting 

The spring 2020 meeting date will be finalized in the coming weeks and will either be April 26 or 

May 10 at 9:30 a.m. at Dorot, 171 West 85th Street, off Amsterdam, New York.  A Fall 2020 

meeting may take place in San Francisco, California.   

The meeting was adjourned at 3:15 PM.  

Addendum to fall 2019 minutes: Monday January 27,2020 

Following the board meeting in person there was a discussion on-line and an electronic vote in 

which unanimously all board members voted to rescind the original vote taken at the fall 

November 17, 2019 to impose term limits on GFF board members. It was voted that there will be 

no term limits on board membership and that this should be incorporated into the bylaws.  



 
  



 

 

BYLAWS DRAFT—APRIL 2020 MEETING 

 

AMENDED AND RESTATED BYLAWS  

OF 

THE GIMPRICH FAMILY FOUNDATION, INC. 

EFFECTIVE__________, 2020 

 

 

ARTICLE I 

PURPOSES 

 

Sec. 1. PURPOSES. This corporation (hereinafter, the “Foundation”) is organized and operated 

exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary and educational purposes. 

 

Sec. 2. POWERS. The powers of this Foundation are those of a corporation without capital stock 

organized under the laws of the State of Connecticut for religious, charitable, scientific, literary or 

educational purposes, as more fully set forth in the Certificate of Incorporation. 

 

 

ARTICLE II  

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

 

Sec. 1. NUMBER AND QUALIFICATIONS. The Board of Trustees shall consist of no fewer than 

three (3), and no more than nine (9) persons (the “Board”). All members of the Board shall be at least 

twenty-one years of age, citizens of the United States, subscribe to the Foundation’s mission and value 

statements and be members of the Jewish people (the “Board Members”).  

 

Sec. 2. HOW ELECTED. Board Members shall be elected at the fall meeting of the Board, but 

additional Board Members, up to the maximum allowed by these by-laws, may be elected, and vacancies 

may be filled, by the Board at any meeting of the Board. A candidate for Board membership must (i) satisfy 

the qualifications of Section 1 of this Article, (ii) be nominated by written letter of recommendation by an 



existing Board Member, and (ii) submit (a) a personal letter to the Board stating why s/he would like to join 

the Board and (b) an accompanying curriculum vitae of his/her background and accomplishments. Should 

the candidate receive a two-thirds majority vote inviting him/her to be considered for membership, said 

candidate must attend two consecutive regular Board meetings and submit to an interview with the Board’s 

officers (as defined in Article 3). Should the officers recommend moving forward with the appointment, such 

appointment shall only be made by a unanimous vote of the Board taken within ten (10) business days of the 

second meeting attended by the candidate, and the decision shall be conveyed to the candidate in writing by 

the President within five (5) business days from the date of the Board’s vote. Regardless of whether the 

candidate is accepted or rejected for membership, the decision of the Board shall be recorded in the minutes 

of the following regular meeting. 

 

Sec. 3. TERM. A Board Member shall continue to serve until such time as s/he elects to resign from the 

Board. The failure of any Board Member to attend three (3) consecutive meetings of the Board without 

reasons satisfactory to a two-thirds (2/3) majority of the Board, shall, in the discretion of the Board, operate 

as a resignation of his/her membership from said Board.  

 

 

Sec. 4. REMOVAL. The Board may remove any Member by unanimous vote of all other Board 

Members at any time for cause, provided that the proposal to take such action shall have been stated in an 

electronic or written notice of the meeting or special meeting. For the purposes of this Section 4 of Article 2, 

“cause” shall mean any act of breach of fiduciary duty, willful misconduct or gross negligence that damages 

the Foundation. 

 

Sec. 5. DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE BOARD. The Board shall have the control and 

management of the affairs of the Foundation and shall generally have such powers, responsibilities, and 

duties as the Board of Directors of a stock corporation, except as hereinafter stated. 

 

(a) The Board shall have full power in its discretion to apply and direct the distribution of the 

income realized by the Foundation in order to further the purposes of the Foundation. 

 

(b) The Board shall have the power to distribute and pay out funds in excess of the net income 

realized within any one fiscal year. However, said excess shall not be greater than twenty 

percent (20%) of the net worth of the Foundation as of the beginning of the fiscal year during 

which said sums in excess of net income shall be distributed and paid out, unless agreed to by a 

two-thirds majority of the entire Board. 

 

      (c)      The Board may employ and retain professional assistance to manage the  

                 security holdings and other capital assets of the Foundation.  

   



      (d)      The Board may employ such help, including clerical and professional, as in its discretion is 

necessary to carry out its duties hereunder. 

 

       (e)      Members of the Board shall serve without compensation, except insofar  

                 as they shall perform professional services for and on behalf of the Foundation. 

 

 

ARTICLE III  

MEETINGS AND VOTING 

 

Sec. 1. ANNUAL MEETINGS. The Board shall meet bi-annually at such time and place as agreed to 

by the Board.  The Board’s President, or his/her designated representative, shall mail written notice, or send 

electronic notification, of said meetings, at least 60 days prior to an upcoming meeting and then again by 

email at least two weeks prior to the meeting date.  

 

Sec. 2. OTHER MEETINGS. The Board may hold such other meetings as in its judgment are required 

for the proper executions of its duties. Notice of such special meetings shall be emailed to Board Members 

not less than 60 days before the date set for such meetings, and then again two weeks prior to such special 

meeting. Such other meetings shall be convened by the President at a time and place to be designated by 

him/her. 

 

Sec. 3. QUORUM. A quorum shall consist of a majority in number of the members of the Board, and a 

Board member shall be deemed present whether s/he is attending in person, by phone or by video conference 

or similar communication equipment (including the internet).   

 

Sec. 4. VOTING. At all meetings of the Board, all questions shall be determined by a majority vote of 

those present (as defined in Sec. 3 above). All voting shall be viva voce.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



ARTICLE IV  

OFFICERS 

 

Sec. 1. OFFICERS. The officers of the Foundation shall be the President, Vice President and Treasurer 

(the “Officers”).     

 

Sec. 2. ELECTION. The Board shall elect the Officers at its annual fall meeting and they shall serve 

until their successors are duly elected.  

 

Sec. 3. DUTIES OF OFFICERS. The duties and powers of the Officers of the Foundation shall be as 

follows: 

PRESIDENT 

 

(a) The President shall preside at all meetings of the Board. 

 

(b) S/he shall present at each meeting of the Board a report of the activities of the Foundation. 

 

(c) S/he shall cause to be called regular and special meetings of the Board in accordance with these 

by-laws. 

 

(d) S/he shall, with the approval of the Board, appoint and remove, employ and discharge, and fix 

the compensation of all servants, agents, employees and clerks of the Foundation. 

 

(e) S/he shall have the power to appoint a nominating committee for election of persons to all 

offices of the Foundation. 

 

(f) S/he shall sign and make all contracts and agreements in the name of the Foundation and if so 

delegated shall have the power to sign checks of the Foundation. 

 

(g) S/he shall see that the books, reports, statements and certificates required by the statutes are 

properly kept, made and filed according to law. 

 

(h) S/he shall work with the Board to identify potential funding areas and organizations to support 

and shall provide supervision and guidance to any paid personnel. 

 

(i) S/he shall enforce these by-laws and perform all the duties incident to the position and office and 

which are required by law. 

 



 

VICE PRESIDENT 

 

During the absence and/or inability of the President to render and perform his/her duties and exercise 

his/her powers, as set forth in these by-laws or in the acts under which this Foundation is organized, the 

same shall be performed and exercised by the Vice President; and when so acting, s/he shall have all the 

powers and be subject to all the responsibilities hereby given to or imposed upon such President. In 

addition, s/he shall be responsible for those areas that are designated to him/her by the President or the 

Board, which may include duties delineated to the President above, with the permission of the President. 

 

TREASURER 

 

(a) The Treasurer shall have the care and custody of and be responsible for the funds and securities 

of the Foundation, and deposit all such funds in the name of the Foundation, in such bank or 

banks, trust company or trust companies, or safe deposit vaults as the Board may designate. 

 

(b) S/he shall sign, make and endorse in the name of the Foundation, all checks, drafts, warrants and 

orders for payment of money, and pay out and dispose of same and receipt therefor, under the 

direction of the President of the Board. 

 

(c) S/he shall render a statement of the condition of the finances of the Foundation at each regular 

meeting of the Board and at such other times as shall be required of him/her.  

 

(d) S/he shall do and perform all duties appertaining to the office of Treasurer including 

communicating with accountants and investment managers, reporting on assets at meetings of 

the Board, issuing and monitoring grant payments, and reviewing and issuing expense 

reimbursements. 

 

(e) S/he shall be custodian of the records and of the seal, and affix the latter when required. 

 

Sec. 4. TERM OF OFFICE. An Officer shall be elected by simple majority vote for three (3) years at 

the fall meeting and shall hold office for the term for which s/he was elected and thereafter until his/her 

successor shall be elected. If at the end of an officer’s term no Board Member is prepared to assume his/her 

role, that officer may continue for an additional term of three (3) years, but in no case may an officer extend 

his/her position beyond the completion of six (6) years of service.  

 

Sec. 5. VACANCIES. Any vacancy of any office may be filled by the Board without undue delay at its 

regular meeting, or at a meeting especially called for that purpose, by a majority vote of all Board Members.  

 



Sec. 6. REMOVAL. The Board may remove any Officer by unanimous vote of all other Board 

Members at any time for cause, provided that the proposal to take such action shall have been stated in an 

electronic or written notice of the meeting or special meeting. For the purposes of this Section 6 of Article 4, 

“cause” shall mean any act of breach of fiduciary duty, willful misconduct or gross negligence that damages 

the Foundation.  

 

 

ARTICLE V  

FISCAL MATTERS 

 

Sec. 1. BILLS, NOTES, ETC. All bills payable, notes, checks or other negotiable instruments of the 

Foundation shall be made in the name of the Foundation and shall be signed by the Officer or Officers 

designated by a resolution of the Board duly made and passed by said Board. No Officer or agent of the 

Foundation, either singly or jointly with others, shall have the power to make any bills payable, note, check, 

draft or warrant or other negotiable instrument, or to endorse the same in the name of the Foundation, or 

contract or cause to be contracted any debt or liability in the name or in behalf of the Foundation, except as 

herein expressly prescribed and provided for, or as expressly prescribed and provided by a duly made and 

passed resolution of the Board. 

  

Sec. 2. FISCAL YEAR. The fiscal year of the Foundation shall be June 1 through May 31st. 

 

Sec. 3. DEPOSITORY. The Treasurer, in conjunction with the President, shall designate the bank to be 

the depository of the Foundation. 

 

Sec. 4. INVESTMENT POLICY. Board Members may supervise investment and re-investment of the 

Foundation assets and make regular reports to the Board. The Board may hire qualified persons or 

consultants to assist in its duties. 

 

Sec. 5. ANNUAL REPORT. The Board shall direct the Treasurer to present at the fall meeting a written 

report, verified by the President and Treasurer, showing in appropriate detail (i) the assets and liabilities of 

the Foundation as of the end of a twelve month fiscal period terminating no more than six months prior to 

said meeting; (ii) the principal changes in assets and liabilities during said fiscal period; (iii) the revenue or 

receipts of the Foundation, both unrestricted and restricted to particular purposes during said fiscal period; 

and (iv) the expenses or disbursements of the Foundation, for both general and restricted purposes, during 

said fiscal period. An abstract or a copy of this report shall be entered in the minutes of the meeting and the 

report itself shall be filed with the records of the Foundation. The requirements herein may be satisfied by an 

annual financial report prepared by the Foundation’s independent public accountants.  

 



 

ARTICLE VI 

INDEMNIFICATION 

The Foundation shall at all times carry Directors and Officers Insurance. Any person who at any time shall 

serve or shall have served as a Board Member, Officer or employees of the Foundation, or of any other 

enterprise at the request of this Foundation, and the heirs, executors and administrators of such person, shall 

be indemnified by this Foundation in accordance with, and to the fullest extent permitted, by [Connecticut 

General Statutes, Sections 21a-175 through 21a-1901] as may be amended from time to time.  Need CT 

Lawyer to confirm statute or instruct as to the correct statute(s). 

ARTICLE VII 

AWARDING OF GRANTS 

Sec. 1. JEWISH AND NON-JEWISH CAUSES. In each fiscal year the Foundation shall award not less 

than 85% of its grants to Jewish causes. Such causes are defined as organizations primarily devoted to 

enhance the welfare, improve the lot, and maintain the survival of the Jewish people and the State of Israel. 

From time to time, the Foundation may award special grants in the event of environmental, global or other 

major crises to organizations working anywhere in the world.  

ARTICLE VIII  

LIQUIDATION 

Sec. 1. LIQUIDATION, DISSOLUTION, ETC.  In the event of the dissolution, liquidation or 

termination of the corporation's existence, no part of the property or assets of this corporation shall inure to 

the benefit of any trustee, officer, member or employee of the corporation, each of whom by holding such 

position shall be deemed to have waived and relinquished all rights conferred by statute or otherwise upon 

members of a corporation without capital stock to share in such assets upon dissolution, liquidation or 

termination. After the payment of all lawful claims against the corporation, all its remaining assets shall be 

devoted permanently and exclusively to the purposes for which this corporation is formed, or paid over to 

such organizations created exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes, 

and in such amounts and proportions as the Board in its discretion shall determine. 

 

ARTICLE IX 

AMENDMENTS 

 

Sec. 1. HOW AMENDED. These by-laws may be altered, amended, repealed or added to by a two-

thirds (2/3) vote of the Board present at a meeting or at a special meeting called for that purpose, provided 

that an electronic communication or regular mail written notice shall have been sent to each Board Member 

stating the alterations, amendments or changes which are proposed to be made in such by-laws, no less than 

sixty (60) days prior to the meeting date. Only such changes as have been specified in the notice shall be 

made. If, however, all the Board Members shall be present at any meeting, these by-laws may be amended 

by a unanimous vote, without any previous notice. 



 

  



The Gimprich Family Foundation Spring 2020  

Reports on multi-year grants 

Organization and 

projects 

Presenter Comments  $ Due $ 
recommended 

$  

Granted 

$ 

distributed 

1.ICIE 

Ashkelon School 

Amy This is the 3rd and 

last year of this 

grant. Great project.  

$15,000 $15,000 $45,000  

2.Citizens for the 

Environment- 

Environmental 

activists  

Susannah This is the 2nd and 

last year of this 

grant. Much work 

remains to be done 

but great gains have 

been made.  

$20,000 $20,000 $40,000  

 

 

The Gimprich Family Foundation Spring 2020 applicants 

Organization and 

project 

Presenter Comments  $ 

requested 

$  
recommended 

$  

granted 

$ 
distributed 

3. MAKOM-

Council of 

mission driven 

communities: 

Training school 

Carol Makom, the network 

of the urban 

kibbutzim seeks our 

support to provide 

practical training for 

its leaders 

$25,000 $25,000   

4. Tikkun: The 

Ecological 

Greenhouse 

Michael  This project is an 

outgrowth of a 

project that we 

funded to improve 

the school where the 

greenhouse is now 

located.  

$25,000 X 

3 years = 

$75,000 

$25,000 X 3 

years = 

$75,000 

  

5. Tarbut 

Movement: 

National training 

for cultural 

entrepreneurs   

Bart This special and in-

depth national 

training will give 

participants 

management skills 

needed to run large 

scale projects and 

will broaden their 

understanding of the 

cultural needs of the 

Israeli periphery.  

$25,000 $25,000   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Gimprich Family Foundation Spring 2020 applicants 

Organization 

and projects 

Presenter Comments  $ 

requested 

$ 
recommended 

$  
Granted 

$ 
distributed 

6.Panim-Israeli 

Judaism 

Network: 

Securing 

Government 

funding 

 

David Panim is focusing 

on obtaining 

government 

funding for Jewish 

pluralism. They are 

taking a new 

approach to reach 

their goals. 

 

$30,000; 

$25,000; 

$20,00 = 

$75,000 

over 3 

years 

 

$30,000; 

$25,000; 

$20,00 = 

$75,000 

over 3 years 

 

  

7. Shittim-

Kibbutz for 

festivals and 

holidays: On-

line gathering 

for holidays   

Leora This is a request to 

broaden a 

successful pilot 

project that 

distributes 

meaningful holiday 

content directly to 

the telephone of 

project subscribers. 

$20,000 x 

3 years= 

$60,000 

With a 

promised 

match. 

$20,000 x 3 

years= 

$60,000 

  

8.Beit Tfillah 

Yisraeli-

expanding our 

on-line presence 

Eric Beit Tfillah wants 

to expand their on-

line presence 

spread their 

mission, to attract 

new members and 

to generate more 

income.  

$20,000 $20,000   

9.Yesodot-

intergenerational 

Beit Midrash for 

pre-military 

academies 

David This project aims to 

provide a platform 

for discussion 

among pre-military 

academy graduates 

and religious 

leaders about 

pressing issues in 

these communities.  

$30,000 $30,000   

10.Atid 

Bamidbar-

Evaluation 

Talya At a generational 

junction Atid 

Bamidbar seeks our 

help in evaluating 

their work in order 

to share their work 

with other 

organizations and 

young leadership in 

their own 

organization.  

 

$20,000 $20,000   



Organizations 

and Projects 

 

 

Presenter Comments $ 

requested 

$ 

recommended 
$ 

Granted 

$ 

distributed 

11.Hinam-The 

Center for 

Tolerance 

Judy This is a request to 

fund Hinam’s 

flagship project, its 

center in Abu 

Ghosh where 

Israelis from every 

corner of the 

country come 

together. 

$20,000 $20,000   

TOTALS   Total 

requested 

/due 

$385,000 

 

 

 

 

Total 

recommended 

 

 

$385,000 
 

Total 

granted 

Total 

distributed 

 

 

  



  



   
Organization Name: The Israel Center for Educational Innovation (ICEI) 

Address: 18 Weizmann St. Kfar Saba  Contact Person: Lee Perlman    

Amuta #: 58-0504686 Amount of Grant:  $15,000/per year for three years   

Program or Purpose of the Grant: It’s Elementary! in the Arlozorov School in Ashkelon 

 

1. Please briefly describe the project and its goals (please refer back to the stated goals and objectives in 

your initial application for funding).  

Project Description: Over the three years of this grant, ICEI continues to guide and monitor a school-based 

team of educational experts, including: (a) A literacy coach who provides on-site training, guidance and 

modeling for teachers in the classroom; a key focus is nurturing individualized—or differentiated—

instruction for each student; (b) a mentor for the principal in leading the process of change and improvement 

overall school leadership and management; (c) an Ethiopian-Israeli community liaison to nurture and 

empower Ethiopian-Israeli parents.  ICEI tracks metrics to analyze outcomes and promote data-driven 

instruction and provides the books and equipment in each classroom to successfully nurture individualized 

learning and enthusiasm for reading and writing. 

 

Project objectives are to:  

• Ensure the vast majority of first grade students, including Ethiopian-Israeli students will learn to read and 

write by the end of first grade 

• Eliminate the correlation among first grade students between scholastic achievements and socio-economic 

status 

• Empower Ethiopian-Israeli parents and families to support their children’s academic achievement 

2. State the evaluation methods used (listed as point #8 in the Project Description of the 

proposal that received funding).  How did the evaluation process inform your work? 

ICEI measures educational achievements for each child based on outcomes on the Ministry of Education 

standardized written and reading comprehension exams and ICEI-developed verbal and written assessment tools. 

To that end the ICEI literacy coach and principal mentor work collaboratively with teachers and principal to inform 

lesson plans and pedagogical approaches. Workplans are created to address needs of individual students. 

Additionally, ICEI’s community liaison monitors involvement of Ethiopian-Israeli parents and develops outreach 

strategies to increase students’ and parents’ participation in school activities and education.  

3. Was the project successful according to the goals and objectives stated above? 

First-grade outcomes  

In the current 2019-20 school year, in only two months, students made great strides in reading readiness. In 

September 2019 before the ICEI program start, only 23% of students demonstrated accuracy in reading the names 

of letters, 36% in phonological awareness in beginning consonants and 13% in phonological awareness in ending 

consonants while those same students demonstrated 96%, 98% and 98% respectively when retested in November 

of the same year (See table below). 

 

Correlation between scholastic achievements and socio-economic status is eliminated 

While Arlozorov is among the poorest in the ICEI network, during the 2018-19 school year, students were able to 

overcome socio-economic status as demonstrated by end of year first grade outcomes. 



 

Community Development Program with Ethiopian-Israeli parents and students 

There has been a remarkable impact on behavior, attendance and motivation among students and parents of 

Ethiopian ancestry in the school. Additionally, there has been a marked increase in participation of students in after 

school activities with 80% of Ethiopian-Israeli students participating in activities as part of the Government of 

Israel's New Way initiative offered programs.  

4. What have you learned from the evaluation of the project? 

Based on incremental progress of students we are assured of the need for ongoing intervention in the school. We 

look forward to sharing impact of It’s Elementary! next year, once the program has been instituted in full in all 

classrooms including the 6th grade.  

5. What, if anything, would you change were you to plan this project over again? 

During this reporting period, a guest lecturer from Relay, an American educational organization, demonstrated how 

to make adaptations to lesson plans based on daily assessment of students’ outputs. Presently one teacher at 

Arlozorov is implementing this strategy while other teachers learn to do the same.  

 

6. Were there any unexpected benefits and/or problems related to the project? 

Added value was noted when math and English teachers began implementing various elements of the ICEI 

methodology in their classrooms. 

 

7. Did the grant from the Gimprich Family Foundation help leverage funding from other sources?  Funding from 

the Gimprich Family Foundation has helped us to leverage funds from the program's other partners: The Ministry 

of Education, The Municipality of Ashkelon and The Rochlin Foundation.  

  

8. Were you able to collaborate with other agencies to achieve your goals? 

ICEI partners with Israel’s Ministry of Education, and with the Education Department in the municipality. The 

Director of Education at the Municipality recently requested that ICEI expand into an additional low-income 

elementary school in Ashkelon, in light of the success of the program in both the Arlozorov School and the Dekel 

School, the other Ashkelon school in ICEI's network.  ICEI also partners with the Fidel Association, which 

promotes education and the integration of Israel’s Ethiopian immigrant community into Israeli society. 

 

9. How will this project continue without further funding from the Gimprich Foundation?  

ICEI has secured a multi-year commitment from the Ministry of Education and the Ashkelon Municipality. We 

were able to secure ongoing funding from the Rochlin Family Foundation and hope to continue to so, while 

continuing to seek new funds. We are confident that our track record of success will enable us to continue to work 

with these partners and interest potential new supporters.  

 

My comments on this report: I observe both from the report and from speaking with the organization that 

the most important thing about this 3- year grant was that it helped the organization attract other multi-year 

grants. Needless to say, this is an important project. The school that we invested in is one of the most 

challenged in the network and I am sure that our support helped them move forward.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Arlozorov School 

First Grade Assessment of Reading Readiness - September 2019 and November 2019 
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Organization Name: Citizens for the Environment (CFE) 

Contact Person: Jameela Hardal Wakim   Amuta #: 580172872 

Amount of Grant: 20,000$   Date Received: 16.7.2019 

Program: Encouraging environmental activism within Arab Society in Israel 

1. Please briefly describe the project and its goals (please refer to the stated goals and 

objectives in your initial application for funding) 

We set out to encourage environmental activism among Israeli Arabs. To that end we don't 

prescribe a pre-packaged program or course but rather build a tailor-made process suited to each 

community. Every group is composed of both residents and municipal council representatives, and 

we tailor the process to them, to their community, to their circumstances and needs (Baladi -my 

land program).  

Overall Goals: 

• Encourage activism and engagement among Israeli Arabs  

• Raise environmental awareness among Israeli Arabs 

• Reduce health risks from environmental hazards faced by Israeli Arabs  

• Place Arab environmental concerns on the agendas of the Ministry of Environmental 

Protection, politicians and decision-makers 

Project objectives: 

• Recruit an Israeli Arab community coordinator 

• Train and guide 3 activist groups to carry out a local environmental process 

• Carry out civil enforcement for communities pursing environmental health 

• Complement and enhance our efforts by raising awareness in Arab media 

2. State the evaluation methods used (listed as point #8 in the Project Description of the 

proposal that received funding).  How did the evaluation process inform your work? 

a. Internal evaluation: The success of this project demands long term evaluation. The impact 

of our actions is not immediately clear. Change in these areas of activity require patience 

and persistence. However, we are tracking some short- term targets. Among our 

achievements:  

1. Less than 5% drop-out rate (professional literature assumes a 20-30% rate).  

2. Active engagement (sharing data, raising issues and suggesting solutions).  

3. Evaluating responses in the end-of-meeting feedback forms 

 

b. External evaluation: via feedback from the public, activists, the media, academia, other 

non-profits and foundations. We published data and news items in Arab media, 

c.  were interviewed, and featured in articles. The result: Radio Al-Shams (most popular 

Arabic language radio station) named our CEO Person of the Year for her role raising 

awareness among Arabs. Our organization is continually involved in an ongoing 

assessment by Midot (www.midot.org.il/english), which evaluates and rates Israeli non-

profits. 

3. Was the project successful according to the goals and objectives stated above? 

Progress varied from town to town (ending early in 2 and unexpectedly beginning in 1). Yet even 

in complex places, new members joined us, and larger than expected audiences attended our talks. 

a. We recruited Johaina Badr Namarna, who has an MA in Community Services, 

Leadership and Social Development, and worked in community management and 

programming, in April 2019 to be the project coordinator. 

http://www.midot.org.il/english


b. We launched Baladi in three Arab towns in the Galilee: Jadeidi-Makr, Kabul and 

Maghar: The Kabul process ended following several meetings with local council 

members. 

c. In Jadeidi-Makr we built a group, established relations with the local council, and 

launched the program. When the local council stalled, we ceased cooperating with it but 

continued to assist residents battling illegal waste dumps and incinerators. 

d. In Maghar a celebratory event launched the program. Stage I included 5 planning 

sessions, 6 talks, and a steering committee. It will conclude in March with findings 

presented at a council meeting, and a decision made regarding Stage II. 

e. We were also approached by the town of Jish, residents expressed an interest in the 

project, and we have launched its introductory stage.  

f. We handled dozens of different complaints in Arab towns, mapped hazards, contacted 

local councils, queried data and initiated legal actions against local councils for 

ignoring illegal landfills and refuse fires. 

4. What have you learned from the evaluation of the project? 

a. Environmental issues are gaining track among Israeli Arabs, who now seek change but lack 

know-how on how to deal with local councils. 

b. Greater financial and human resources are required to enable a project of this nature to 

grow and fulfil its promise. 

c. We still need to instil the value of gradual change in our target audience, to gage the aims 

and qualities of each group, and to never rigidly stick to one approach.  

 

5. What, if anything, would you change were you to plan this project over again? 

We would divide the project into shorter stages and enlist the help of activists in other causes to 

advocate for environmental action. 

 

6. Were there any unexpected benefits and/or problems related to the project? 

Working with residents and local councils is complicated, but our audience is growing and forging 

new ties between local councils and a range of other entities. 

 

7. Did the grant from the Gimprich Family Foundation help leverage funding from other 

sources?   

This grant unquestionably helped us leverage other funding sources for our cause. 

 

8. Were you able to collaborate with other agencies to achieve your goals? 

As always, we initiated numerous collaborations with other organisations. 

9. How will this project continue without further funding from the Gimprich Foundation? 

Our project is long-term, and we could not advance without further funds. We would like to take 

this opportunity to thank you for generously supporting this endeavor with a two-year grant. The 

promise of a second year of funding gave us the peace of mind to continue developing a particularly 

difficult and complex project.  

Later this year we plan to carry on our work with the two groups – the one in Maghar and the other 

in Jish – and, to whatever extent possible, begin work with a third group.  

In parallel, we plan to develop new ways of encouraging activism, among them developing a regional 

training program for environmental activists in the Arab communities surrounding Carmiel. The 

program is still in its early stages, but if we complete its development and are able to raise the 

necessary funds, we plan to launch it next year. 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/cfe.israel/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2396237990491695&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBHEs3FbaNttJNs2r0Wtpqs_s4F9VNSeto2-Ovd-npx1BGJVKoNiJG9KbF5xvZNSZ5uMvvas2er7XXVy999O1lDxlbPkz7_rcbnaDOF3z29qwwoyJloF-28NltUJ6ZQCXOJP8BJUf_IBiC_BpbIZr7TIh45wvTHvrfwp2uwYQZSAXTyw41zWYct-s1ne7Saz_GksUy--LSHjVpJ1gRerFpMhu13PHRSAACA7PqPpduSbjmLDbfomsh3hWhQZY2V3g5mHiBGf1BhGIN5gpT7NSkFsrQmf1S2Vsivcf6WWNcyIuY6yOn938eXQlwKcq3vhVHvoLPgZkUMLTp_3PRN4cUbzQ&__tn__=-UC-R


My original comments on this proposal 

Air, water and ground pollution are environmental issues in all Arab cities and towns in Israel due 

to lack of: understanding of public health issues, public space, enforcement of environmental 

protection laws, and a sense of community and responsibility. Once rural pastural locations have 

become urban polluters of their own and surrounding communities. CFE is probably the only 

organization with a board and staff of both Jews and Arabs that is effecting change on the 

grassroots level. Currently CFE requests our support for their effort to empower Arab citizens to 

take responsibility for their own local environment. In addition to the fundamental importance of 

improving environmental conditions in these locations, a project to encourage Israel's Arab 

citizens to take responsibility for their own well being is very important now. Our support can help 

these citizens feel in charge of their own fate at a time when many of them feel isolated and 

disempowered by the current increase anti - Arab rhetoric in Israel. 

 

My comments on this report 

While this project actually met its goals and even expanded to more locations than originally 

planned, I get somewhat of a sense of frustration from the overall report. I met with the community 

organizer who was hired to coordinate this project. She has a good track record in community 

organizing and seems like a capable person. The areas where this project are aiming to effect 

change are complex. I am glad that we are funding this project for another year. As I suggested 

when we choose to fund the project for two years, this is not a short- term project. Despite all of 

the political problems in Israel and the complex nature of the Arab community’s relationship with 

the state, the internal work by and for Arab citizens is bearing fruit. I am optimistic that the two 

second year of this grant will show even more progress than the first year and CFE will also be 

able to observe their own successes despite any frustrations that this work brings.  
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SUMMARY INFORMATION 

Date: March 12, 2020 

Name of organization: MAKOM – Council of Communities 

Address:  Givat Haviva 

Contact Person:  Shosh Mitzman  Position: Director of Resource Development 

E-mail address: info@makompioneers.org.il  

Web site/Facebook page: www.makompioneers.org.il  

Other media platforms: Facebook – MAKOM Communities 

Mobile telephone: 052-6146712  

Amuta number:  580562163 

List all previous applications or grants from the Gimprich Family Foundation: n/a 

 Date of last evaluation report submitted: n/a 

Total estimated organizational budget for 2020 ($US):  $617,647 

Name of the proposed project: Training School for MAKOM Communities  

Total project budget ($US): $127,060 

Amount requested ($US): $25,000 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION: (Mission, History and Problem statement) 

 

It was only a generation or two ago, that ‘halutzim,’ pioneers in Hebrew, were building the State of 

Israel; young men and women were draining swamps, planting crops and building kibbutzim. Back 

in 1948, building the newly-formed modern State of Israel was hard work—but one thing everyone 

had in common was that they pursued their vision together, as groups and communities. No one built 

Israel alone. 

The reality has always been that the quality of life is considerably lower in the social geographic 

peripheral areas of Israel; the average wage is less than in the center of the country, the life 

expectancy is 3.5 years less, matriculation exam results are significantly lower, higher education 

statistics are lower, public transportation is less accessible and art and cultural events are rare in 

comparison to what the center of Israel has to offer.  

For these exact reasons, during the past decade, over 14,000 members of our MAKOM communities 

have settled throughout Israel, primarily in Israel's social geographic periphery. MAKOM is an 

organization, that serves as the umbrella organization for 14 Israeli organizations, each one having 

a network of mission-based communities [see organizational structure attached]. These 200 mission-

driven communities of modern-day pioneers represent all sectors of society; Jews and non-Jews, 

Modern Orthodox, Secular, Ultra-Orthodox, Ethiopian, Druze, recently observant, Russian 

Mountain Jews (from the Caucuses region) and Bedouins – all sharing the commitment of 

developing society in Israel, each in their respective geographical locations. Our communities have 

taken the initiative of promoting social action and through this, we are empowering cities and towns 

throughout Israel. We impact over 500,000 individuals and are creating positive change in society 

and making Israel's periphery flourish through quality education, culture, employment, social 

welfare, youth and community development, while emphasizing pluralism, social justice, democracy 

and equality.  

 

 

mailto:info@makompioneers.org.il
http://www.makompioneers.org.il/


PROJECT PROPOSAL: Please describe the project for which you seek the foundation’s 

support by completing the following 9 items on no more than 3 pages:    

1. Brief Project description (summary) 

While members of the mission-driven communities are devoted to society, are idealists and 

hardworking, they often lack some of the much-needed professional skills to turn their dreams into 

a reality. Each year, we encourage leaders to share the challenges they are facing and list the areas 

they feel they need additional professional tools. The program for which we seek your support is 

open to all of our 200 communities and gives professionals practical tools in numerous areas through 

workshops, training sessions and individual consulting hours, in a way that MAKOM can increase 

efficiency amongst all and provide the professional needs of all the communities together. The 

communities not only gain professionally but are able to perform at a greater capacity as a result of 

what we offer, and do not have to worry about finding proper training on their own.   

 

Now in the third year, we are focusing on professionalizing the presentation abilities of the 

communities, i.e. public speaking in Hebrew and English, preparing PR materials and 

communication methods, in a variety of forms. In addition, we will continue to invest in the financial 

management capabilities of the communities – including financial reports, Excel, grant writing, 

applying for government allocations, and more. 

2. 2. Project goals  

(vision & long term aims) 

3. 3. Project objectives (should be measurable & 

achievable within the grant period) 

a. Communities will be able to 

represent themselves in more 

coherent methods. 

a. The MAKOM Council, as well as each 

community will develop a coherent and proper 

oral presentation in both Hebrew and English and 

a one-page brochure or PR materials. 

b. Communities will receive proper 

media coverage. 

b. At least 2 new media items on MAKOM Council 

and 1 on each community in the grant period. 

c. Communities will develop their 

financial management skills. 

c. Each community will receive 10 hours of 

individual consulting. 

4. Project activities (the activities that will be used carried out to achieve your goals and 

objectives) 

- 10 full-day workshops open to all network organizations: 

Presentation  

1. How to prepare PowerPoint 

presentations  

2. Preparing brochures and 

marketing materials 

3. Public speaking in Hebrew & 

English  

4. Media & social media 

5. The art of storytelling 

Financial management 

1. How to use Excel 

spreadsheets 

2. How to read financial reports 

3. Applying for government 

allocations 

4. Grant writing and reporting 

5. Budget management

- 10 hours of individual consulting for each of the 14 network organizations representing 

the communities (140 hours total), in areas of financial management, public speaking 

and/or fundraising. 

 

 



5. Time frame: Currently, we are operating this years' program and are in the planning stages for 

next years' program. During the next few months, we will know our status of additional 

funding, and therefore, the actual program will begin after the Jewish Holidays in October 

2020 and will run through June 2021. 

 

6. Target population (number & demographics of populations to be served) 

- At least 80 individuals each training session from diverse MAKOM communities, who 

are senior staff within the organizations.  

7. Key staff positions (please list specific names and positions)  

- Rachel Siani holds an M.A. in organizational development and is the program 

coordinator for MAKOM. Now in her fourth year, she is responsible for organizing the 

training school (for this specific program she devotes 25% of her position). In addition, 

she is responsible for content and operating additional programs at MAKOM.  

8. Board of directors (please list the names and titles of your board members) 

Adam Laterulo – MAKOM Chair 

The following board members are representatives from the 14 organizations [organizational 

structure attached]: 

Dany Coten & Aya Dgany, Dror Israel; Rabbi Oded Nitzani, Nettiot; Hadas Goldman, Tarbut; Stas 

Mordehayev, Midor Ledor; Maor Elkayam, EretzIr; Noga Shamir, Ma'agal Hakvutzot; Amos 

Elitzur, Bnei Akiva; Sleiman Abbas, Ofakim La'atid; Nir Katz, Haverim Bateva; Lior Lifshitz, 

Keren Kehilot; Yair Raviv, Hamahanot HaOlim; Hadar Fentahon, Hineni. 

 

9. Evaluation methods: How will you determine if you are meeting your goals in addition to 

your objectives? What methods will be employed to measure project success and its impact? 

(Please note that if funded you will be asked to refer to the evaluation methods, goals and 

objectives you describe in this proposal in your report at the end of the grant cycle.) 

a. Throughout the year-long program: we collect data on attendance during each training 

session in order to determine at least 70% participation from organizations, and at the 

end of each session we send a survey to all participants in order to receive feedback and 

examine effectiveness and relevance. 

b. End of year: survey amongst participants to review the level of relevancy of the 

program for the organizations and share suggestions for future program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Estimated Annual Program Budget 
Expenditures      

Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time   

Supervision - Benny Printz, COO $9,530 10%  

Program coordinator - Rachel Siani, Organizational Development $18,000 25%  

Total personnel costs $27,530    

     
Other than personnel services (OTPS) / Program costs 
(suggested categories) Total Cost $ 

Cost per 
workshop  

Individual Consultants/Mentors in PR, Finances, Fundraising $35,000 $250  

Printed materials & rental equipment $14,500 $1,450  

Marketing $2,000 $200  

Professional Training Workshops $20,000 $2,000  

10 Facility rentals $14,500 $1,450  

Refreshments for workshops $13,530 $1,353  

Total OTPS / Program Costs $99,530    

    

Overhead costs       

All overhead costs are covered by organization      

Total Expenditures $127,060    

    

Revenues/Income Amount ($) 
*Funding type &  
Status 

JNF-USA $60,000 Foundation  C 

Membership fees $22,060 Self-generated C 

Request from GFF $25,000 Foundation R 

Additional requests from Foundations $20,000 Foundations R 

Total income $127,060   

    

*Funding type: self generated, foundation, gov    

**Status: Committed, Likely, Requested    
 

  



Estimated Annual Organizational Budget 
Expenditures      

Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time   

Administration - Benny Printz, COO $73,308 100%  

Fundraising - Shosh Mitzman, Resource Development $34,615 50%  

Programs Coordinator - Rachel Siani $55,385 100%  

Total travel expenses, benefits and taxes  $39,645    

Total personnel costs $163,308    

     

MAKOM Programs Total Cost $    

Funding Communities (jointly acquired government tenders) $180,000 14 organizations  

Monthly Beit Midrash $120,000 4 locations  

Training School (see program) $99,530    

Government Advocacy $55,000    

Total OTPS / Program Costs $454,530    

    

Overhead costs       

Bookkeeping, accounting, legal $12,000    

Marketing, printing materials $10,000    

Miscellaneous $2,809    

Total Overhead  $24,809    

       

Total Expenditures $642,647    

    

Revenues/Income Amount ($) 
*Funding type & 
Status 

JNF-USA $410,000 Foundation  C 

Gandyr $95,000 Foundation   C 

Shahaf $30,000 Foundation    L 

Membership Fees $75,147 Self-generated C 

Self-generated Income $7,500 Self-generated  C 

Request from GFF  $25,000 Foundation       R 

Total income $642,647   

    

*Funding type: self-generated, foundation, gov    
  



    
Applicant: MAKOM-Council of Communities 

Contact: Shosh Mitzman, Director of Development 

Givat Haviva  

Mobile Post Menashe 

Menashe, SHARON  37850  

 

Project Title: Training School for MAKOM Communities 

 

Amount Requested: $25,000.00  Program Area: capacity building 

Amount Recommended: $25,000.00  

 

MAKOM is a coalition of organizations that maintain and initiative mission driven communities 

(urban kibbutzim). Fourteen independent NGO's representing about 200 individual communities 

each with hundreds of individual members including families and children make up MAKOM's 

constituency. Though the background and lifestyles of these communities span the broad spectrum 

of the Israeli population they all share a fierce desire to improve their chosen communities, the 

country and perhaps even the world. MAKOM represents its members with the government 

achieving demands that it would be difficult for individual communities to obtain. Likewise, 

MAKOM identifies mutual needs of the communities and answers these needs in a efficient and 

professional manner. MAKOM seeks our support in providing training in practical skills that its 

idealistic members are often lacking. We have been funding individual MAKOM members (8) for 

many years. This grant provides us with the opportunity to empower all of these communities at 

once with much needed skills that often other foundations are reluctant to invest in. I highly 

recommend that we fund this project. 
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SUMMARY INFORMATION 

Date: 3/4/2020 

Name of organization: Tikkun – A center for gathering, education and social change 

Address:  27 Carmel St. Nof Ha'Galil (Formerly known as Nazareth Illit), ISRAEL 

Contact Person:  Shiri Deutscher                   Position: Partnership coordinator 

E-mail address:  Shiri@tikkun.org.il            Web site/Facebook page: http://tikkun.org.il/home/ 

Office Telephone: 972-4-6443665                 Mobile telephone: 972-52-6102976 

Amuta number: 580334779  

List all previous applications or grants from the Gimprich Family Foundation: 

1) 2007: $7,500 for "Beit Shoko"; 2) 2011: $5,000 for "The Absorption of Young Activists into 

the Activist Community in Nazareth Illit"; 3) 2015: $10,000 for Establishing Activist Communities 

in the Periphery, 4) 2018: $20,000 for "Building a Multilingual and Cultural Elementary School in 

Nazareth Illit". 

Date of last evaluation report submitted: 4/4/2018 

Total estimated organizational budget for 2020 ($US): 1,420,000   

Name of the proposed project: Atzmon Ecological Greenhouse - a place to grow 

Total project budget ($US): 1-year - 75,000, 2-year - 96,000, 3-year - 100,000 

Amount requested ($US): 25,000$ per year. Total - 75,000$ 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION:   

Tikkun - A Center for Gathering, Education and Social Change was established in 1999 by graduates 

of the youth movement Ha'Machanot-Ha'Olim, founded in 1926 in Tel Aviv by youth wishing to 

realize socialist Zionism in Eretz Israel. Since its inception, the movement has established and 

completed 42 kibbutzim around the country. In the mid-nineties, the graduates of the movement 

decided to change direction. Guided by a vision of a more equitable and just Israeli society, they saw 

the potential for improvement in the country's social and geographic periphery by establishing urban 

kibbutzim whose members would lead social projects and educational initiatives. Movement 

members begin their joint path in the youth movement, form groups that undertake a year of national 

service prior to their military service, and then choose to continue together as intentional cooperative 

groups in the social and geographical periphery.      

Tikkun supports and guides the process of establishing educators' urban kibbutzim to help these 

social pioneers translate their ideals into tangible programs that reinforce disadvantaged populations 

and give voice to their needs. There are presently six urban kibbutz communities, home to 450 

"Ha'Machanot-Ha'Olim" educators. 

In the Israeli reality, the economic and social gaps widen every year. These gaps express themselves 

in all areas of life and society and particularly in education. There are gaps in the quality of education 

for different strata of society; quite a few smart, talented and motivated pupils do not have equal 

access to education simply because they were born in a certain neighborhood, a certain town or 

belong to a certain ethnic or cultural group. This reality hurts not only those pupils who are not 

getting a chance to excel, but society as a whole. 52% of the socially disadvantaged pupils in Israel 

study at schools that are considered economically weak. Only 5% of the economically disadvantaged 

pupils in Israel study at schools that are considered to be strong. Israel’s education system is filled 

with separations: Arabs separated from Jews, the religious from the secular and the traditional, social 

classes separated from one another. Even though Israel is geographically very small, and even 

though the different groups live in geographical proximity to one another, the fact remains that there 

http://tikkun.org.il/home/


is substantial separation between them. This separation within the education system reinforces the 

inequality between nationalities and social strata, it preserves the alienation and social distance 

between religious and secular, Arabs and Jews, rich and poor, immigrants and natives, and makes it 

hard to develop shared culture and values among all citizens of Israel. Today no governmental 

systems are able to provide an appropriate response. Tikkun confronts these challenges on a daily 

basis as the core of its activities.        

Our programs include educational club houses for children and youth at risk geared towards 

enhancing competencies through enrichment, skill development, educational reinforcement, peer 

support and meaningful role-modeling; seminars on social and democratic values for high-school 

students and adults throughout Israel, including educational journeys to Poland; community building 

in distressed neighborhoods by mobilizing residents to assume leadership roles and work toward 

common goals. Each year, over 25,000 children, youth and adults of varied backgrounds benefit 

from our programs. Tikkun collaborates with schools and municipalities, as well as government 

ministries to ensure sustainability and scalability. 

PROJECT PROPOSAL: 

1.Brief Project description  

The negative migration of affluent families in the past decade has shifted the northern neighborhood 

of Nof HaGalil's (Nazareth Illit) demographics in recent years, turning it into a high poverty 

residential area with a delicate social fabric. Residents consist of Arab-Israelis (25%), immigrants 

from the FSU (68%) and veterans, who are fractured along religious and cultural/ethnic lines without 

opportunities or motivation for community belonging and cooperation. In the face of family and 

community deficits, the neighborhood has become a high-risk setting, especially for children and 

youth, with hazards such as delinquency, substance abuse, violent behavior and school dropout. 

Children grow up without stimulation at home, nurturing learning experiences, or positive role 

models, and are deprived of informal educational experiences and opportunities that can broaden 

their world. The urban kibbutz of the movement set up its permanent home in this neighborhood and 

is raising its children there. 

In this reality, the neighborhood’s Atzmon Elementary School has been in crisis in recent years, and 

nearly closed down five years ago. Following the entry of the kibbutz children and its teachers into 

the school, the decision to close was put aside. However, it has always been a struggle to deal with 

the many challenges arising in this neighborhood. 

With the help of the Gimprich Family Foundation, we have transformed the mixed Atzmon 

elementary school in the northern neighborhood, into a multicultural and multilingual school. It has 

a new curriculum that was tailored to meet the educational and social needs of the children residing 

in this impoverished and culturally diverse neighbourhood. As another step, Tikkun and Atzmon 

have decided to create the Educational-Ecological Greenhouse, a new project based on a previous 

one, and set up a greenhouse covering 500 m2 on an asphalted area for scholastic and community 

activities. We wish to build advanced learning complexes and workshops in the greenhouse. These 

complexes will be used for locally relevant environmental studies, using advanced growth methods 

and up-to-date equipment. Studies in these research complexes will be based on students’ curiosity, 

exploration and creativity, and will support acquisition of high-level academic skills in addition to 

the multicultural encounter, strengthening bonds between the children, their sense of belonging and 

their pride in their environment. The greenhouse has already begun functioning for the Atzmon 

pupils and we would like to turn it into a regional center for the development of science and 

technology, for ecology and environmental studies, and as an enriching multicultural encounter. Our 

vision is to turn the greenhouse into a lodestone for pupils from other neighborhoods and other 



communities outside the city. We wish to expand the existing project as a tool to change the image 

of the neighborhood and restore positive migration to it, drawing stronger populations to the school 

and to the neighborhood. We wish to reduce social gaps and improve opportunities available for 

children and neighborhood residents, reducing the sense of alienation among social groups and 

creating partnerships that will benefit all groups and will support community building through 

multicultural coexistence. We believe that the greenhouse’s operations model can expand its 

activities and be a model for the enhancement of vulnerable populations in other towns.   

 

2. Project goals  

(vision & long term aims) 

3. Project objectives (should measurable & 

achievable within the grant period) 

a. Reduction of gaps among pupils and the 

environment, with an emphasis on 

developing high-level science research 

skills. 

a.1 Each year, at least 150 children and youth will 

experience leading an age-appropriate research and 

plant growing process.  

  a.2 At least 75 children and youth each year will 

participate in conducting research and presenting its 

outcomes in public and will be able to describe and 

explain the research process they underwent.  

  a.3 At least 50% of the program graduates will be 

accepted into science study tracks in middle school.   

b. Strengthening the community fabric, the 

positive connections and mutual respect 

among the various residents of the 

neighborhood. Improving the level of 

confidence, belonging and pride in the 

community among its residents, children 

and adults alike.  

b. At least 75% of the participants will experience a 

greater sense of self-confidence belonging, pride 

and familiarity with the neighborhood and its 

residents. This figure will be measured in personal 

questionnaires. 

  b.1 At least 30 neighborhood residents from different 

sectors will take part in greenhouse activities and 

use it as a community meeting place. 

c. Improving the appearance of the 

neighborhood in the short term (planting, 

gardening, maintenance) and in the long 

term (raising awareness, providing 

knowledge and tools, personal connection 

and developing a high level of 

participants’ knowledge and 

environmental awareness about ecology 

and nature). 

c. At least 2 learning processes each year will have an 

impact beyond the school itself, in terms of the 

appearance of the neighborhood (e.g., residents 

improving its appearance according to what was 

learned, setting up a vegetable garden or urban 

agriculture in residential buildings, having residents 

change municipal/government policy regarding the 

environment). 

 

d. A changed image of the school and the 

neighborhood. 

d. At least 30 parents and residents will testify to an 

improved image. 

 

 

 

 



4.Project Activities: In the 2020 school year the greenhouse will operate as a pilot during school 

hours. Activities will include lessons and mentoring for all students in the school throughout the 

school year. Every day there will be greenhouse lessons for all pupils in grades 1-6 at the school 

involving active learning and research in small groups. Also, in the morning hours the greenhouse 

will have various individual and group programs and enrichment and research activities for groups 

of pupils with the help of volunteers. In addition, there will be informal activities at the greenhouse: 

an enrichment framework after school hours for pupils in grades 1-3, activities for parents and 

children, and activities for adults in the evenings.  

The greenhouse will have a well-equipped kitchen, advanced irrigation systems, a vegetable garden, 

a Makers workshop for light carpentry and creative work, and places to gather. 

The pupils will learn methods of plant growing, irrigation systems and urban agriculture from the 

stage of planning and research on various plants, through ongoing care for them, harvesting and 

cooking via team work. The children will study their neighborhood and work on improving its 

appearance through practical projects. In the Makers workshop they will learn woodwork and 

assemble hydroponic growing systems and will learn hands-on about the properties and possibilities 

of using different materials.         

 

In 2020-2022 new greenhouse programs will begin:  

In 2021 the school will open its gates to the neighborhood 

As of the 2021 school year, the greenhouse will operate as a leading education center for the 

municipality. Children will come from preschools and schools across the town wishing to increase 

environmental science studies. The students will participate in study series of 3-8 sessions at the 

greenhouse, where they will engage in research, teamwork and presenting a product, with an 

emphasis on meeting other population groups and the multiculturalism that is characteristic of the 

town’s schools. In addition, the greenhouse will begin informal activities: an after-school enrichment 

program for Grades 1-3, activities for parents and children, and activities for adults in the evenings.   

In 2022 the greenhouse will undergo accompanying evaluation research and develop a model. 

During this year we intend to conduct a comprehensive in-depth evaluation study that will include 

building estimates for the coming years and the development of a model on the basis of the 

knowledge that will have accumulated and developed at the Nof Hagalil greenhouse. This model 

can then be built and adjusted to the characteristics and strengths of each neighborhood.     

5.Time frame 

9/1/2020 – 8/31/2022 

The Atzmon Greenhouse Project is a long-term project with long-term challenges and goals. The 

project is still at the stage of development and this stage will continue until 2022, therefore we 

would like to request a long and ongoing support. We believe that our mode of operation can make 

a real difference in the city, and constitute a model for activity in other cities in Israel. 

6.Target population  

In the 2020 school year 150 children in grades 1-3 and 300 adults from the northern quarter of Nof 

Hagalil will participate in the project, with an emphasis on children and families at risk who are 

socially excluded. In 2021 the project will expand to a total of 350 participants, 200 engaged in 

regular activities and about another 150 in occasional activities. 

 7.Key staff positions: Tikkun CEOs – Limor Segal and Yair Raviv; Tikkkun CFO – Tirza Perez 

Atzmon Ecological Greenhouse Project Coordinator – Adam Shvadron; 

It is important to emphasize that a large team of Mishol urban kibbutz members are participating in 

the school and Greenhouse staff, including the principal and vice-principal.  



8.Board of directors 

Uri Nitzav – Chair; Matan Yardeni – Secretary 

 

The Educational Task Leadership Forum 

Limor Segal, Tikkun , CEO 

Asaf Shinar, Tikkun, Director of Education at Tikkun 

Tirza Perez, Tikkkun, CFO  

Eran Yarkoni, Chagim Center, CEO 

Ofer Kimchi, Chagim Center, Treasurer 

Yael Hodadov , “Derech” values education seminars and courses, Coordinator 

Dan Segal, Bustan Shared Arab-Jewish Community in Nof Hagalil, Coordinator 

Maya Donner, Ha’Machanot-Ha’Olim , Empowering Children and Youth at risk projects 

Ronit Levy, Ha’Machanot-Ha’Olim, Educators Movement Coordinator  

Shiri Deutscher, Tikkun, Partnership Coordinator 

 

            9.Evaluation methods:  

Long-term goals will be evaluated through the growth in demand to study at the school, through 

feedback from the steering committee’s Ministry of Education supervisor and through municipal 

bodies and people working with the school. Each project objective will be evaluated throughout 

the year. Evaluation data will be collected and analyzed by the project coordinator.  
(i) Science teachers at the school will monitor the execution, documentation and assessment of the 

studies conducted and their accompanying presentations.  

(ii) Monitoring of the achievements of the project’s graduates at the completion of elementary 

school and their integration into science tracks. 

(iii)  Questionnaires for participants to assess attitudes toward themselves and toward the 

community at the start and end of activities. 

(iv) Documentation of the practical projects to improve the appearance of the neighborhood.  

(v) Questionnaires for parents and residents to measure improvement in the image of the 

neighborhood.  



 



 



 



Applicant:Tikkun-a center for gathering, education and social change  

Rehov Carmel POB 12810 

Nazareth Ilit, GAL  1766119  

Contact: Shiri Deutscher, Partnership coordinator 

Project Title: Atzmon Ecological Greenhouse-a place to grow 

 

Amount Requested: $75,000.00  Program Area: Education 

Amount Recommended: $75,000.00   

Two years ago, we funded the Atzmon school where the Ecological greenhouse is now located. 

Then the greenhouse project was one of the projects that Tikkun was planning to improve the 

Atzmon school and to involve the local community in a positive community project. Through 

crowd funding and some local municipal support, the greenhouse was established. It began 

functioning during the last school year and has proved successful as a project to provide a 

non-verbal learning method for the school population where there are still many linguistic 

challenges. The greenhouse also allowed the school to be declared a regional school and can now 

attract children from around the area bringing an influx of children from varied and stronger 

populations and families. However, with all of its successes Tikkun believes that the greenhouse 

potential is just beginning to unfold and with our long term (three year) help it will be come a 

magnet for the neighbourhood and the city of upper Nazareth. It will become a positive anchor 

attracting visitors who before hand avoided this area. We have been an important part of Tikkun 

realizing the dream of recreating the Atzmon school. Our continued help will is very important 

for this unique effort. I suggest funding them for three years at the amount they request. 

 

Prior Grants 

Total Amount: $22,500.00  Date Last Grant:  5/10/2015 

Span: 2007 - 2015           Amount:  $10,000.00  

Total Grants: 3 

 

 Schedule of Grants 

Year Purpose of Grant Amount 

2007 Choco Home-after school club for children at risk  $7,500.00 

2011  $5,000.00 

2015 Young Community Establishment $10,000.00 
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SUMMARY INFORMATION 

Date: 03/01/2020 

Name of organization: Tarbut Movement  

Address:  24 Keren Hayesod, Afula 

Contact Person: Hadas Goldman                          Position: CEO 

E-mail address:  hadas@tarbutmovement.org    

Web site/Facebook page: www.tarbutmovement.org  

Other media platforms: https://vimeo.com/354978376 (Tarbut School - end of year event) 

 Mobile telephone: +972-50-2029904  

Amuta number:  580471118 

List all previous applications or grants from the Gimprich Family Foundation: 

- 2012 (HaYotzer Center in Afula) 

Date of last evaluation report submitted: 2013 

Total estimated organizational budget for 2020 ($US):  $3.4m (about %75 of this sum is 

funnelled through our organization, working where few others do, only the remaining %25 is 

actually for our use to expand and develop our important mission) 

Income sources: 50% Government; 25% local municipalities; 15% self- income; 10% 

donations. The organization serves as an organizational platform for over 250 young adults 

in intentional communities across Israel. Thus- the overall turnover includes $1.5m that are 

funnelled through the organization to the communities, and an additional $2m for other 

educational activity.  

 Name of the proposed project: National training program for social entrepreneurs developing 

Israeli culture in the geo-social periphery as a tool for social change. 

Total project budget ($US): $145,000 Amount requested ($US): $25,000 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION: (Mission, History and Problem statement) 

Creativity has always been a cornerstone of Jewish communal life including unique melodies, 

ritual items, holiday decorations, humor and theatre. Tarbut’s mission is to be a platform for art 

and culture to continue to play a crucial role in the development of our lives and the life of  thriving 

communities in Israel. The earliest Zionist thinkers saw culture as an essential cornerstone for the 

building of the new society, which would arise in the land of Israel. A.D. Gordon called on artists 

to stop closing themselves off and put their creative hands together with the working hands of the 

Zionist enterprise. Those same leaders understood that without culture and creativity the Zionist 

structure would be spiritually deficient and lack raison d’être. Therefore, the first pioneers who 

came to the country engaged not only in paving roads and draining swamps, but also in renewing 

of the Hebrew language, publishing journals and establishing of the first national theater, Habima.  
 

Most of the cultural institutions that were established were based in the center of the country, and 

today the majority of residents of Israel’s periphery do not have the opportunity to benefit from 

them. Communities in the geo-social periphery are typically composed of residents from a wide 

variety of cultures: New immigrants from Ethiopia and the former Soviet Union, long-time 

immigrants from North Africa, Israeli Arabs and more. Cultural productions that come to these 

towns are generally put on by artists from Tel Aviv, and do not reflect the rich local cultures of 

the peripheral towns and neighborhoods. Unfortunately, local creativity is gradually 

disappearing. The public education system in these areas lacks the resources needed to create 

http://www.tarbutmovement.org/
https://vimeo.com/354978376


equal opportunities for citizens in Israel's peripheral towns. This cumulative phenomenon creates 

in turn a demographic depletion, with both young adults and the "creative class" leaving these 

regions towards central Israel.  In order to turn this demographic depletion around Tarbut is 

bringing creative young Israelis to the periphery encouraging local young people to stay put and 

infusing these areas with unique art and culture initiatives renewing the best of Israel’s traditions. 

 

The Tarbut Movement is a national network of intentional communities (“Urban  

Kibbutzim"), whose mission is to address these issues on a grassroots and national level 

combined. Tarbut (culture) was named after the "TARBUT" Zionist Hebrew school network 

that was established in Eastern Europe in the early 20th century, and eventually branched out as 

far as Mexico. Most of the educational network was wiped out during the Holocaust. 

 

Tarbut Movement, founded in 2006, was an initiated by a small group of young artists who 

wished to combine their creative talents with their passion for social change in Israel. The 

founders settled in the low-income city of Afula, and from there developed the national Tarbut 

organization, which today facilitates a network of over 500 artistic social activists nationwide in 

more than 20 locations throughout Israel. Tarbut activists establish urban cooperative 

communities with 20-50 artists, musicians, filmmakers, theater actors and producers, who settle 

in a city after they complete their army/national service.  

 

Tarbut initiates in-school and after-school programs in these underserved areas, leads community 

grassroots groups for young adults and seniors, establishes local art institutes and produces 

festivals for the general public, which serve thousands of young adults, children, teens and 

seniors from all sectors: Jewish, Arab, secular, religious, LGBTQ, and more. Geographically, 

Tarbut works with underserved communities from Kiryat Shmone in the north to the Gaza 

Border region in the south. Tarbut's main office is located in the city of Afula in the central 

Galilee, which serves as the administrative and educational HQ.  

 

Tarbut activist artists are devoted to reducing economic gaps, increasing social 

cohesiveness and sparking civic engagement, one brushstroke at a time.   

 

1. Project Summary: 

The "Tarbut Leadership Program" is a long-term, multidisciplinary program aimed to 

train post-army young adults to become the next generation of social entrepreneurs in 

Israel's periphery. The program uses both academic study methods, as well as project-based 

learning, and provides in-depth studies in the fields of Jewish and Zionist history and culture, 

public policy in Israel, local/national governance, economic sustainability of social initiatives 

and the arts as a vehicle for community organizing. 

 

Project Goals and Objectives: 

 2. Project Goals 3. Project Objectives 

a. Target Tarbut members with leadership and 

organizing potential and improve their 

ability to carry out Tarbut's educational and 

artistic mission in the periphery. 

Number of participants: minimum of 200 

Number of cities participating: 5 



Number of study sessions: at least 6 large 1-2 day 

seminars; 30 one day study sessions. 

Number of overall hours per participant: 200 

 

 

b. 3. Deepen the participants' Jewish and Zionist 

identity and its connection with their social 

mission in Israeli society today.  

 

Increase the number of local residents who 

participate in Tarbut's activities and initiatives 

thus connecting Tarbut members with the Jewish 

and Zionist identity of the people and towns 

where they work: If the program is successful, the 

number of local participants will increase from 

2000 to 3000 participants in all five communities. 

 

 

c. Enhance group cohesiveness and 

cooperation of the participants with each 

other. 

 

Attendance: If the program is successful, at least 

75% of community members will participate in 

the program, with over 90% attendance in each 

study session or meeting 

 

 

4. Project Activities: 

The activities in this program aim to address the need of Tarbut members to understand the 

complex social landscape of their actions, and to acquire tools and skills for sustaining long-term 

artistic and educational initiatives in peripheral low-income towns and neighborhoods. 

 

1. Weekend training and study seminars: The main component of the program is the production of 

large seminars throughout the year- each between 1-2 days, with 200 participants expected to 

attend. Each seminar will incorporate Jewish traditional texts, and a cultural activity based on the 

Jewish yearly cycle (Kabalat Shabbat, Holidays, etc.). The seminars are the height of a learning 

and discussion process of local initiatives led by Tarbut members. Teams of Tarbut artists 

prepare and lead the seminars. The teams are comprised of 10-15 members in each initiative or 

local city: the Tarbut School, Art education integration program, Art-based businesses, and the 

local culture institutes network. Each team will prepare 2-3 seminars, and conduct local 

workshops between gatherings for all Tarbut members. 

2. Professional training: The program will include 5 training sessions for local teams throughout the 

country, focusing on acquiring new skills, such as local fundraising, art and culture management, 

and marketing. The training will address practical aspects of the initiatives the participants are 

tackling. The training sessions will include the study of historical and traditional Jewish and 

Zionist texts along with modern studies on education and public policy issues.  



3. Strategic planning: Tarbut teams will be accompanied by senior Tarbut staff, as well as outside 

advisors, in forming a learning process and strategic program for the specific initiative they are 

handling. Each team will undergo 3 sessions, resulting in a plan for economic independence of 

the local initiatives, transformation of priorities in Israel's art and culture local public policy, and 

a strategic plan for recruiting new members from the local community. 

 

- 5.Timeframe: June – September: Content planning and participant recruitment 

October – May:  

- 6 large 1-2 day seminars 

- Total of 12 strategic sessions (3 per team, 4 teams) 

- 30 local study workshops (about once a month in each city) 

- 20 local community events (4 per city throughout the program) 

- Evaluation sessions with representatives (pre-program and mid-program) 

May – June: Evaluation session for the program with participants (post-program) 

6.Target Population: 

The program's target audience is 200 members of five Tarbut communities (urban kibbutzim) 

located in Afula, Nahariya, Rishon Letzion, Netanya, and Jerusalem. The Tarbut members, 

artists from all disciplines, participate in the program with the purpose of enhancing their impact 

in the cities and regions they reside and work in, as well as strengthen the members' bond as a 

group and their connection to Jewish and Zionist history, thinking and culture. The participants' 

age ranges 22-36, and they are all graduates of Tarbut's yearlong pre-army volunteer gap year 

and full military service. They generally come from a secular background, and enter this program 

with the hope of deepening their learning and understanding of Jewish texts, traditions and 

culture. They are musicians, actors, directors, visual-artists, producers, writers, and more, and are 

also all educators in both in school and after school initiatives, working with kids, youth and 

adults across the cultural spectrum of Israeli society. In the near future, we aim to expand the 

program to veteran local residents in the cities where Tarbut members reside, and to Tarbut's 

gap-year program in the Arab society in Kfar Kaara.  

Background: Each year Tarbut enlists over 130 new members to its pre-military service 

program. These high-school graduates originate from disadvantaged cities where Tarbut is 

present and active as well as from art schools in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa and other major 

more established areas of the country. The new members first devote a year of pre-military 

service (‘shnat sherut’) as Tarbut counselors and then continue their work in Tarbut as part of 

‘Nahal’, the IDF’s combined military and community service program.  

 

After being released from service, members choose to continue their adult ‘life path’ by founding 

additional urban based intentional communities in the geo-social periphery. The more senior 

members of the existing Tarbut art Kibbutzim are invited to take part in this program, and are 

themselves initiators of the content and framework for its operation. The local resident Tarbut 

groups (Bnei Makom), are recruited through creating cultural events and exposing them to the 

program, as well personal invitations targeting individuals that Tarbut work with. 

Target Audience Needs:  

1. Geographically dispersed group: Since each community lives and works in a different city, 

spread out in Israel, it is very challenging to create conditions for the group to meet in order to 

coordinate their actions and provide ongoing training. 



2. Professional training: The fieldwork that Tarbut artists are leading in the cities require ongoing 

training in order to address the changing needs in the trends in the fields of education, culture 

and public policy, and in creating a collaborative strategy to address them. This requires constant 

investment in educating the members about current events, economic and cultural trends, new 

educational methods, and strategic planning, which are tailored to participants specific work.  

3. In the locally based groups, our challenge is the growing apathy many residents have for civic 

engagement, as a result of the contempt they have for politicians and the political process as a 

whole. 

 

7.Key Staff: 

1. Goor Shelly: Strategic Advisor (accompanies initiatives strategic planning) - Graduate of the 

Haifa University MA program Jewish Culture for Israel, Founder of the Dror Israel Movement, 

and former director of the Yigal Allon Center. 

2. Oren Ben Shlomo: Educational Director (coordinates content) - Graduate of the Haifa University 

MA program Jewish Culture for Israel. Currently the educational director of the Tarbut School. 

3. Oz Zloof: Artistic Director (coordinates artistic training) - Graduate of the Beit Berl School of 

Art, Currently curator and artistic director of the Afula Gallery. 

4. Gilli Barak: Afula Local Coordinator- Graduate of the Tarbut School for Social artists, BEdFa 

from Beit Berl College, currently the director of the Afula Urban Renewal Market Project. 

5. Maya Prat: Nahariya Local Coordinator- Member of the Nahariya Tarbut Art Kibbutz, student at 

the Tarbut School for Social Artists. 

6. Tzipi Ilgayev: Netanya Local Coordinator- Founding member of the Netanya Tarbut Art 

Kibbutz, BA student at the Beit Berl Educational College. 

7. Dima Tereschenko: Rishon Letzion Local Coordinator- Founding member of the Rishon 

LeTzion Tarbut Art Kibbutz, BA student at the Beit Berl Educational College. Student at the the 

Tarbut School for Social Artists. 

8. Maya Mantel: Jerusalem Local Coordinator- Member of the Afula Tarbut Art Kibbutz, BA 

student at the Beit Berl Educational College. 

8.Board: Hadas Goldman, Yotam Carmeli, Adi Ben Eliyahu, Dan Fink 

The above mentioned represent the founders of the Tarbut Movement, who are all members of 

Tarbut urban Kibbutzim. In addition, Tarbut has an external advisory board that provides support 

and oversight from a professional standpoint. We also collaborate with external institutes in 

order to examine the various components of our work: 

1. Tarbut College for Social Artists: an external advisory board comprised of prominent 

artists and cultural leaders in Israeli culture field. The board has been established and consists of 

prominent figures in artistic fields as well as strategic planning and financial management: 

Galia Bar Or (Fine Arts, arts history), Ilan Mochiah (Music), Ami Shteinitz (Community art, 

Fine Arts), Arnon Carmon (Education management), Rami Ben Haim (Strategic Counsel), 

Harry Lifshitz (Financial management). The advisory board meets 4 times a year and evaluates 

The Tarbut School's work.  

2. The Art Integration Program: an academic study and evaluation in cooperation with the 

Ministry of Education on the impact/outcomes of the program throughout the years, which also 

works with academic staff from the Beit Berl College. 

3. Social businesses: an external advisory board comprised of professional figures in the 

business field. Established in October 2018, comprised of business leaders in Israel: Ilan Ben 

Meir, Michal Gavish, Ofer Avidan. 



9. Evaluation Methods: 

1. Program Participants: We wish to see if the participants of the program appreciate and perceive 

the program as relevant. We will conduct surveys with focus groups from each city prior to the 

beginning of the program, mid-program, and after it is finished, to receive feedback on the 

learning process. The participants will be asked to evaluate the level of relevancy of the 

knowledge and tools they receive in the process to their work. 

2. Professional Training: We wish to professionalize and improve the community members' activities and 

outcomes, and therefore we will issue an internal report on the increase in the number of local 

participants, the quality of relations with local and regional government, and amount of new resources 

invested in the cities in which participants are active. We track the number of participants in each part of 

the program and will evaluate the retention level and expansion of participation throughout the program. 

Estimated Annual Organizational Budget 

Expenditures       

Key Management Staff Cost ($) % of full time    

Moran Kahana - CEO $38,570 100   

Or Paller - CFO $38,570 100   

Shira Yogev - Youth Organization Director $34,300 100   

Oren Ben Shlomo - Art Kibbutzim Educational Director $26,900 100   

Goor Shelly - Strategic Advisor $48,570 100   

        

       

Total personnel costs $186,910     

      

Activity Costs 

Total Cost 

$ 

Cost per 

item/hour   

School, after school and community center activities $778,933 

Weekly 5 

locations    

Children and Youth Organization: weekly meetings $575,387  5 locations   

Professional Training- Pre army and youth   $254,000 

 130 annual 

participants   

Professional Training- Post army young adults $145,000  200 participants   

Leased apartments for pre-army volunteers + Leased spaces  $283,930 

 Living and 

events   

Volunteer stipends: food and travel  $714,286 

 130 annual 

participants   

Local festivals and community cultural events  $244,731     

Tarbut  Kibbutzim 5 locations $188,933     

Total OTPS / Program Costs $2,996,267     

      

Overhead costs       

Bookkeeping and accounting, legal $129,000     

Telephones and communications $4,000     

Printing and postage $26,000     

Insurance $27,000     

Rent, taxes and utilities $26,000     



Maintenance  $10,500     

Total Overhead  $222,500     

        

Total Expenditures $3,405,677     

      

Revenues/Income 

Amount 

($) *Funding type 

* 

*Status  

Revenue from community centers, schools, educational 

programs $799,794 self generated C 

Government grants- Education  $1,650,049 government  L 

Government grants- Culture $103,429 government  L 

Government grants- Agriculture $20,395 government  L 

Foundations and Corporations $216,685 foundation R 

Local Municipalities $391,319 local C 

Student fees- youth and adults $228,851 self generated L 

Total income $3,410,522     

      

*Funding type: self generated, foundation, gov     

**Status: Committed, Likely, Requested       

 

Program Budget – 2020 – in USD 

 

Estimated Annual Project Budget 

Applications for a specific project/program may complete the form below for the organization, as well as a 

specific budget form for the program/project seeking funding 

Expenditures       

Staff Cost ($) % of full time    

Goor Shelly - Strategic Advisor $12,143 25   

Oren Ben Shlomo - Educational Director $13,450 50   

Total personnel costs $25,593     

      

Activity Costs 

Total Cost 

$ Cost per item/hour   

Seminars, workshops, lectures on the subjects of art and 

culture policy in Israel, local governance and 

development, economic sustainability of social initiatives 

and the arts as a vehicle of community growth and 

renewal. Group meetings accompanied by professionals. 

$114,500 1 Seminar= $12,000   

1 Workshop- $1,000   

Local study session- 

$500   

    

    

Total OTPS / Program Costs $114,500     

      

Overhead costs       

General Expenses $5,000     

Total Overhead  $5,000     



        

Total Expenditures $145,093     

      

Revenues/Income 

Amount 

($) *Funding type & Status  

Jewish Federation of Greater Washington $50,000 Foundation         C  

Education Ministry $50,000 government         L  

KKL $35,000 Foundation          C  

Participant fee $10,000 Self- generated    C  

The Gimprich Family Foundation $25,000 Foundation          R  

Total income $145,000    

 

Applicant: The Tarbut Movement  

31 Usishkin str. POB 2539 Afula 

Contact: Hadas Goldman, CEO 

Project Title: National training program for social entrepreneurs developing Israeli culture as a 

tool for social change 

Amount Requested: $25,000.00  Program Area: Leadership training 

Amount Recommended: $25,000.00   

The first thing to know about the Tarbut movement is that my daughter is a member. However, 

she is not involved in any way in the project for which Tarbut seeks our support. The Tarbut 

movement is one of the newer urban kibbutz movements. It was originally established by some 

members of other urban kibbutz movements who saw the potential in art and culture as tools for 

social change and the yearning of residents of Israel's periphery for creative outlets. Their 

organizational budget is quite large simply because they have yet to break up their activities into 

a number of non-profits and public companies as other more veteran movements have done. 

Tarbut's income from sale of services reflects the need for and success of their mission. Yet their 

organizational structure lags behind the national interest in their activities. They are seeking our 

support to conduct a national training for their movement's leadership that will provide both 

content and skills needed to further their mission. The training will include studying Jewish and 

Zionist text and learning about the cultures of Israel's peripheral communities as the basis for 

developing relevant projects in the areas where these young leaders live and work.  The training 

will also provide skills for managing large scale projects uniquely needed by the Tarbut 

movement who often contend with requests from communities to run festivals, concerts and 

exhibits. Michael and I both met with some of the Tarbut leaders and saw some of the urban 

renewal that they have done in Afula, the town where they were first established. I recommend 

supporting this project for the amount requested. 

  

Prior Grants:  

 

Total Amount: $8,000.00  Date Last Grant:  4/10/2011 

Span: 2011 Amount: $8,000.00  

Total Grants: 1 
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SUMMARY INFORMATION 

Date: March 4, 2020 

Name of organization: Panim The Israeli-Judaism Network 

Address: 33 Aaron Rabinowitz Street, Jerusalem, Israel    

Contact Person:  Yotam Brom                       Position: CEO 

E-mail address: jotam@panim.org.il    Web site/Facebook page: 

https://www.facebook.com/1panim/   https://www.panim.org.il/en/Israeli_judaism 

Other media platforms: https://twitter.com/panim_israel 

Office Telephone:    02-6244273   Mobile telephone: +972.54.756.6101  

Amuta number:  580306934  

List all previous applications or grants from the Gimprich Family Foundation:  2010- 

$10,000; $ 2013-$ 10,000; 2014- $10,000; 2016 -$20,000; 2018-$ 20,000  

Date of last evaluation report submitted: 2019  

Total estimated organizational budget for 2020 ($US):  $271,700 

Proposed project: Obtaining Government Allocations for Jewish Pluralism Organizations   

Total project budget ($US): $ 72,700 for first year  

Amount requested ($US):Year I: $30,000; Year II: $25,000; Year III: $20,000; totaling $75,000 

over a three year period 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION: (Mission, History and Problem statement) 

Founded in 2011, Panim’s mission is to strengthen Jewish-Israeli identity and culture both by 

providing a bridge between its sixty member organizations, all of which identify with an 

inclusive and pluralistic approach to Jewish life, and representing the collective needs of its 

member organizations to the Israeli government and the relationship with the Diaspora. Panim 

has fostered its member organizations by doing for all of them what none of them can do 

individually by attracting public attention to relevant issues and activities and offering venues for 

sharing, learning, and consultation. It has effectively placed such issues on the mainstream 

agenda, which has created an incubator effect that stimulates and nurtures member-

organizations’ grassroots initiatives. Examples of such areas include changing the publics’ 

attitude towards Kashrut and Non- Rabbinate Marriage ceremonies, increased incorporation of 

pluralism in public schools and the IDF. The Gimprich Family Foundation (GFF) has been 

instrumental at each and every significant milestone throughout Panim’s history. The most 

recent GFF support of Panim’s strategic plan has paved the way to position the organization as 

not only a recognized leader in the Israeli field of religious pluralism, but has informed its new 

direction. Panim, apart from promoting its various goals, is now engaging in a very specific 

initiative, where targeted support can turn our achievements to date into game changers. The 

purpose of the requested grant is to enable Panim to increase its strategic capacity to find funding 

sources within the Israeli governmental bureaucracy for its member organizations. The grant will 

help us implement a system that will have an immense ROI for any investment made in this 

initial phase. 
The problem Panim intends to address is that its financial sustainability is challenged by greater 

government allocations granted to nonpluralistic Orthodox organizations as compared with organizations 

that are religiously pluralistic. There are few if any other sources of funding for this capacity-building 

activity in the area of Israeli Judaism. The Foundations’ support is essential for us to be able to make both 

a national statement of need that will be heard by decision makers and to train and motivate leadership at 

the grass roots level and realize Panim’s vision of achieving sustainability and equitable local Israeli 

funding for the field of Israeli Judaism. 

https://www.facebook.com/1panim/
https://twitter.com/panim_israel


PROJECT PROPOSAL: Please describe the project for which you seek the foundation’s 

support by completing the following 9 items on no more than 3 pages:    

1.Brief Project description (summary) 

Following conclusions reached in the Panim strategic planning process, the overarching goal is 

to obtain government funding for Israeli Judaism pluralistic organizations. The leadership of 

Panim is determined to force open the doors to government funding in 2020. Less emphasis will 

be placed on what we’ve done in the past such as content and training development, and more on 

developing infrastructure designed to obtain Israeli government funding. Panim is determined to 

ensure that the voice of moderate Judaism will reach even more areas affecting the public lives 

of Israelis. This will also lead to financial self-sufficiency and stabilization of the organizations.  

Owing to the current political impasse, Panim’s member organizations are looking to their 

umbrella organization for support more than ever before. We seek to engage in a process where 

we will gain a funding mechanism and avocation for what will be equitable allocations for all the 

different expressions of Judaism. Panim is the sole organization in the entire realm of Israeli 

Judaism taking on this task of Israeli government funding for the milieu of pluralistic Judaism in 

Israel.  This is also the first time in Panim's history as an organization that professional, 

standardized, and conceptualized guidelines and relevant initiatives are and will be shared with 

Panim's membership organizations. In order to engender this dramatic change, which will benefit 

the entire range of Israeli Judaism activities, we need additional multi-year organizational 

support funds. The funds will support the necessary process to ensure goal achievement. The 

GFF, having supported Panim at pivotal junctions, understands the need, and understands the 

processes required over time to achieve this goal. Panim’s income and expenses in the most 

recent fiscal year, which totaled $250,000, was just sufficient to support its core mission-focused 

activities, so the development and implementation of a new project requires additional resources. 

Panim views this initiative as its flagship program; therefore, a significant three-year grant in the 

amount of $75,000 (over 3 years) from the GFF, will be instrumental for Panim’s efforts to 

institute specific steps towards obtaining and maintaining government funding. We anticipate 

that with their success in receiving government allocations, Panim will be able to increase the 

membership fees, leading to decreasing its need for philanthropic support.  The successful 

outcomes resulting from this grant will not be a $75,000 grant yielding a $75,000 program, but 

much more. As a result of an intense focus of the top-level Panim leadership on capacity 

building in order to achieve financial sustainability, a criterion for a successful outcome will be 

obtaining significant government monies for organizations working for the benefit of Israeli 

Judaism. 

2. Project goals  

(vision & long term aims) 

3. Project objectives (should measurable & 

achievable within the grant period) 

a. To define and write a dedicated 

funding regulation for allocations 

for Israeli Judaism organizations 

for purposes of equality and 

sustainability 

a. Obtain a government funding directive intended 

mostly for the activity of at least ten pluralistic 

organizations  

b. To increase the allocations to 

Israeli Judaism organizations  

b. Increase government allocations of pluralistic 

organizations by 10% each year  

c. To develop open communication 

and work-focused channels with 

c. *Meet with different government parties to 

establish new funding regulations so that 



relevant government politicians 

and their department directors 

religious pluralism organizations will be eligible 

for allocations. 

*Facilitate an annual conference of roundtables 

for dialogue and initiatives with no fewer than 

seven different ministerial representatives and 

the directors of the Panim member 

organizations. 

d. To provide reliable reports and 

information on allocations to 

Israeli Judaism organizations, 

including comparisons to other 

religious allocation levels,    

d. *Publish, and circulate an annual manual with 

current allocation results, comparisons, clarified 

terms and concepts of government ministries' 

funding options, and links to the top twenty 

most relevant funding opportunities. 

e. To create access to reliable and 

current information on allocations 

to Israeli Judaism organizations  

e. Update Panim –membership in real time 

pending government RFPs and funding 

application deadlines 

4.Project activities (the activities that will be used carried out to achieve your goals and 

objectives).  The proposed activity will function on two tracks:  

I. Surveying and creating access to government funding for Israeli Judaism organizations  

All Israeli government allocations must have a dedicated funding directive that mandates funding 

from the government to the different ministries and from there to their designated programs. 

There are many such funding regulations for allocations to mainly non pluralistic Orthodox 

institutions and organizations. The field of pluralistic Judaism does not have dedicated or 

pluralism –oriented funding directives.  Toward this end a grant will enable Panim to complete, 

publish, and circulate a manual that it has drafted which includes: 

• Survey results of all existing government allocations to nonpluralistic Orthodox 

organizations as compared with organizations that are religiously pluralistic. The 

information will afford analyses of trends and patterns and make it possible for Panim to 

set measurable budget goals once it establishes comparable funding regulations.  

• Clear explanation of terms and concepts of government ministries' funding options.  

• Prioritized and annotated descriptions and links to the top twenty most relevant funding 

opportunities. This must be constantly monitored, analyzed, and updated.  

II. The Political sphere– Reaching agreements with all government parties  

Panim wants to institute and ensure equitable government resource allocations for its member 

organizations. Toward this end, it must make an intense effort to work with all of the different 

government parties to establish new funding regulations so that religious pluralism organizations 

will be eligible for allocations for their myriad activities. The Panim leadership is currently 

intensively involved in a process with the Knesset to institute a funding directive to create a 

sustainable and stable mechanism that will lead to enriching and fortifying the field of Israeli 

Judaism. Panim’s’ sixty members will then be able to apply and be granted government funding. 

Once a new government is established following the March 2020 general election, this effort will 

be a top-level priority.  

Additionally, several further initiatives will be undertaken towards realizing our vision and its 

goals:   

•  Conduct an annual training session on the manual’s content.  

•  Open and manage a WhatsApp group for the Panim membership organizations’ directors 

or their representatives who are responsible for resource development to update the group 



about newly released funding opportunities. This will be very advantageous as relevant 

information is generally not readily accessible and application deadlines are often very 

tight.  

• Plan, implement, and facilitate “a conference of roundtables” of government 

representatives of no fewer than seven different ministries and the directors of the 

member organizations. The purpose of this gathering is to lay the groundwork for initial 

acquaintance and further collaboration between the nonpolitical professionals in each 

government office and the leadership of the organizations. 

5.Time frame: In the first year, $30,000 will support consultancy, survey of the allocations 

status, highlight relevant Funding regulations, carry out the conference of roundtables, and assist 

with updates and submission for government support. In the second year, $25,000 will support a 

dedicated governmental relations staff member who will (1) ensure ongoing efforts from year I, 

and that each organization has the appropriate systems in place, (2) oversee accessing 

information to the Panim membership, and (3) conduct training sessions on accessing funds from 

local authorities. In the third year, $20,000 will continue to support the previous year’s efforts as 

well as ongoing individualized guidance of the organizations as they interface for fundraising 

purposes with not only national, but also local government. The gradual funding request decrease 

reflects replacing some of the philanthropic funding with collecting higher membership fees 

from the Panim organizations. As a result of Panim’s assistance, their government funding is 

projected to increase.  

6.Target population (number & demographics of populations to be served) 

This proposed project will not help one organization, but one that will impact the entire Panim 

network. The project for which funding is requested will directly serve all sixty of Panim’s 

member organizations. These nation-wide organizations benefit hundreds of thousands of people 

in frameworks such as the formal and informal education systems, Batei Midrash for study and 

dialogue, community-based programming, and advocacy and life cycle initiatives. 

These groups are located throughout Israel and represent the Reform, Conservative, and Modern 

Orthodox streams of Judaism as well as secular and Jewish cultural organizations.  

7.Key staff positions (please list specific names and positions): Yotam Brom- CEO (Yotam 

has a law degree, served as a parliamentary assistant, and as Panim’s coordinator of government 

relations for the past five year), Eran Shaffir – Director of Training and Facilitation, Moriah 

Bentolila- Administration Director 

8.Board of directors (please list the names and titles of your board members) 

*Dr. Motti Zeira, Chairperson, Director of the Midrasha at Oranim College, and one of the 

pioneers of Israeli Judaism. * Gilad Kariv, Member, Executive Director, The (Reform) 

Movement for Progressive Judaism in Israel *Shlomit Ravitzsky Tur-Paz, Member, Fellow at the 

Mandel Institute and former Executive Director of Elul *Rabbi Esteban Gottfried, Member, 

Congregation Bet Tifilla Yisraeli, Tel Aviv* Anat Silverstone, Member, Executive Director, Ein 

Prat - The Midrasha at Alon *Shivi Frohman, Member, Entrepreneur and Public Activist, Former 

Advisor to the former Minister of Education * Eran Yarkoni, Member, Executive Director of 

Machon Shittim. 

9.Evaluation methods: Panim will determine that it is meeting its goals in addition to its 

objectives by:  

1. Tracking the number of new funding directives, increased allocations, conferences held and 

reports published. We will publish an annual indicator of funding received, which will also 

compare it to other religious organizations.  



2. Reports and feedback from the organizations: 80% of the organizations will report that 

Panim created access to funding directives, and updated about others that were unbeknownst 

to them. At least 30% of the organizations will report that Panim helped them receive 

funding that was beyond what they receive from their own efforts. 

Estimated Annual Organizational Budget 
Expenditures      
Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time   
CEO 58,140 100  
Government Relations Coordinator (Position 
requested for proposed program) 52,326 100  
Content Coordinator 11,628 20  
Administration Manager  18,895 30  
Resource Development  21,802 20  
      
Total benefits and taxes      
Total personnel costs 162,791    
     
Other than personnel services (OTPS) / Program 
costs (suggested catagories) 

Total 
Cost $ Cost per item/hour  

Graphic and Printing 5,814 $75 per hour   
Communication and New Media 37,442 $100 per hour   
Conferences and In-Service Trainings on 
Fundraising from Government  17,442 Three events  
Facilitators Conference 8,721 1 conference   
Movilim Project- Bet Midrash Leadership 
Training  2,907 4 sessions   
Bnai Mitzva Program Promotion  5,814 8 sessions   
Roundtables  4,360 10 gatherings   
Print and Distribution of Training Materials 5,814 350 copies   
Total OTPS / Program Costs 88,314    

    
Overhead costs      
Bookkeeping and accounting 7,267    
Telephones and communications 1,018    
Printing and postage 810    
Electricity, water 1,700    
Rent, taxes and utilities 7,900    
Maintenance  1,900    
Total Overhead  20,595    
       
Total Expenditures 271,700    
 

 

 

 

     



Revenues/Income 
Amount 
($) *Funding type * *Status  

Los Angeles Community Foundation  60,000 Foundation Committed 

The Jewish Federation of Greater Philadelphia 25,000 Foundation Committed 

The Jewish Federation of Cincinnati 15,000 Foundation Committed 

The Jewish Federation of Greater MetroWest 25,000 Foundation Requested 

The Jewish Federations of North America 20,000 Foundation Committed 

Sapir Center 25,000 Foundation Requested 

Membership Fees 46,500 Self-Generated Committed 

Self-Generated Income 25,000 Self-Generated Committed 

The Gimprich Family Foundation  30,200 Foundation Requested 

Total income 271,700     

    

Estimated Annual project Budget 
Expenditures     

Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time 

Government Relations Coordinator 52,326 100 

Administration Manager 1,000 1 

Total personnel costs 53,326   

      

Other than personnel services (OTPS) / Program costs  Total Cost $ 
Cost per 
item/hour 

Graphic and Printing 1,000 75 per hour  

Communication and New Media 1,000 100 per hour  

Conferences and In-Service Trainings on Fundraising 
from Government 17,442 3 events 

Total OTPS / Program Costs 19,442   

    

       
Total Expenditures 72,767    

    

Revenues/Income Amount ($) *Funding type * *Status 

Membership Fees 38,000 Self-Generated C Committed 

Self-Generated Income 4,700 Self-Generated C Committed 

The Gimprich Family Foundation 30,000 Foundation  R Requested 

Total income 72,700     

 



Applicant: Panim for Jewish Renaissance in Israel 

Aharon Rabinovitz Street 22  

Jerusalem, JER  52190  

Contact: Yotam Brom, Director 

 

Project Title: Obtaining Israeli Government Allocations for Jewish Pluralism organizations 

Amount Requested: $75,000.00  Program Area: Jewish 

Amount Recommended: $75,000   

 

From Panim's organizational description: The Gimprich Family Foundation (GFF) has been 

instrumental at each and every significant milestone throughout Panim's history. This is true and 

it is a sentence that should continue to be true because: Our last grant to Panim enabled them to 

conduct an evaluation that lead them to the decision to focus on receiving government funding. 

The director of Panim who had initiated this evaluation actually quit because she did not want to 

take charge of this goal of obtaining government funding. The assistant director took her place. 

He is the first director of Panim who has experience working with  

government institutions. He is also a lawyer. Despite all of the problems between religion and 

state and the lack of recognition of pluralistic Judaism, I believe that Panim can carry out project. 

It is not a project with a lot of glory. There will be a lot of meticulous work researching 

government tenders and building connections with civil servants. This is a new approach to 

obtaining funding for pluralism. Michael and I both met with Yotam, the director. I was 

impressed with his abilities and believe he can reach his goals. I suggest full funding. 

 

Prior Grants:  See Attached List 

Total Amount: $80,000.00  Date Last Grant:  10/21/2018 

Span: 2010 - 2018 Amount: $20,000.00  

Total Grants: 4 

 

 Schedule of Grants 

2010 Channeling government funding to Jewish Pluralistic activities $20,000.00 

2013 Panim-the Federation of Jewish Renewal Organizations in Israel $20,000.00 

2016 General support for Panim $20,000.00 

2018 Evaluating our goals    $20,000.00 
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SUMMARY INFORMATION 

Date: 3/11/2020 

Name of organization: Shittim Institute - Machon Ha`Chagim   

Address: Kibbutz Beit-Hashita 1080100 

Contact Person: Michal Lotan Position: Fundraising team 

E-mail address: michal.l@chagim.org.il Web site/Facebook page: www.chagim.org.il 

Other media platforms: www.asif.org.il 

Office Telephone: 04-6536344 Mobile telephone: +972524281642  

Amuta number: 58-045-9212    

List all previous applications or grants from the Gimprich Family Foundation: 

• $10,000 for `Shirat Hachol`- Secular Liturgy project, 2013. 

• $15,000 for general support, 2018.  

Date of last evaluation report submitted: 30/7/2019 

Total estimated organizational budget for 2020 ($US): $835,000 

Name of the proposed project: Asif – Gathering on-line for Israeli Holidays  

Total project budget ($US): $$82,000 per year 

Amount requested ($US): $20,000 x 3 years =$60,000 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION: (Mission, History and Problem statement) 
 

The mission: Culture is constantly changing and renewing itself. Across generations, people 

adapt their holidays and ceremonies to their era according to the notions and concepts they wish 

to advance. People were not always married or buried in the same manner, and they did not 

always celebrate Passover in the same manner. One of the important activities of the Zionist 

pioneers was to renew the culture of holidays and life ceremonies to meet the challenge of 

building a society in the Land of Israel. 'The Kibbutz Holiday Archive', the heart of the Institute, 

contains 100 years of ceremonies that were restyled during the Zionist era in 280 kibbutzim all 

over the country. This collection is composed of thousands of items created by individuals and 

communities who saw Judaism as a culture and not just as a religion, and understood that they 

must adapt and restyle it to ensure the continuity and resilience of Jewish culture.    

Our aim is to create a significant dialogue among Israelis about Jewish culture, focusing on Jewish 

holidays and life-cycle events. We seek to reinforce humanistic values in Israeli society with an 

emphasis on issues of social justice and Tikkun Olam. We view ourselves as a spiritual and cultural 

home for idealistic Jewish communities and firmly believe that emphasis on community cultural 

expression can be instructive in aiding innovative Jewish communities. 'The Kibbutz Holidays 

Archive' allows us to provide practical tools for observing holidays and festivals of the Jewish 

calendar.  
 

History: The Shittim Institute is situated in Kibbutz Beit-Hashita in northern Israel. What started 

in the 1940s as a storage chest of assorted documents kept in the cabin of Aryeh Ben-Gurion 

(nephew of Israel’s first prime minister), developed through the years into the archives of 'The 

Kibbutz Holidays and Jewish culture Institute'. This collection of unique Jewish cultural 

expressions has evolved into the cornerstone of the Institute’s educational activities. For decades, 

the Institute has been a center for Jewish and Israeli culture and education, working to preserve 

and perpetuate the creative energies of Zionist pioneers as a continuation of generations of Jewish 

heritage. Today, our staff includes experts in various fields of Jewish culture, both ancient and 

modern, lecturers and group dynamics professionals. 



Problem statement  

Everyone in Israel celebrates the holidays, but only few relate to their content and the values-

oriented opportunities they offer. Most Israelis would say that what defines them as Jews is the 

family celebration of the holidays. However, most families have trouble bringing meaningful 

content to the holiday table, which ends up being merely a festive meal. Other families mark Jewish 

Orthodox customs, while others experience no deep connection at all. Most of the popular content 

in Israel linked to the holidays is based on Jewish Orthodox concepts. Our starting point is that 

without vividly marking the meaning of the holiday within the family, many people’s ties to their 

culture will dissipate. As of today, there is no other available and accessible project in Israel 

dealing with Israeli holidays that directly addresses the families not from a Jewish Orthodox 

perspective. 

PROJECT PROPOSAL:    

1.Brief Project description (summary) 

The Asif project enables Israeli parents to breathe new meaning into the family holiday gathering 

via a renewal of Jewish culture with the help of its content products. Before each holiday, using 

WhatsApp, Asif offers different contents such as: a podcast for parents on the holiday’s themes 

and ideas how to celebrate it, a board game for the whole family, a suggested local trip in light of 

the values and content of the holiday, a holiday playlist, a special holiday recipe, etc. In addition, 

Asif holds study sessions for those (parents / grandparents) leading the celebration, for example: 

how to conduct a Seder; how to make Succot meaningful, etc.  

The WhatsApp platform enables Asif users to access content flexibly at different times, which 

increases its use. The highly diverse content enables each family to choose whichever products 

they want. 

2. Project goals: (vision & long term 

aims) 

Asif's vision is to offer Jewish secular 

families in Israel meaningful content 

for holidays they celebrate at home 

with their children. 

3. Project objectives: (should measurable & 

achievable within the grant period) 

 

a. Long term aims: 

Asif will offer families tools to include 

interesting value-laden experiential 

content in the family encounter.  

a. Writing and distributing content for 9 holidays. 

(The number of products per holiday will 

match the number of days of the holiday.)  

b. Asif aspires to generate a social and 

cultural change among families using 

the contents: a change in values, a 

sense of belonging and a renewed 

affinity for Jewish-Israeli culture. 

b. Feedback forms filled by selected users once 

they start using Asif, after each holiday and at 

the end of each year will show change in the 

families’ attitude to the holidays: the holiday's 

quality, the holiday's impact on the family's 

values and discourse, the perception of Jewish 

culture, people, country and Israeli society.  

c. Asif will be a key, familiar brand 

catering to the needs of most Israelis 

celebrating the holidays. 

c. 1. Growth to 5,000 families as regular users 

that are part of the distribution list in 2020.  

2. 40% of the users will open the links 

(contents sent via WhatsApp) for each 

holiday. 



4.Project activities (the activities that will be used carried out to achieve your goals and 

objectives) 

Each holiday bears its own values, content and stories, and serves as an educational tool for young 

and old alike. Asif draws on the cultural legacy of the Shittim Institute. With the experience we 

have accumulated as propagators of education and culture, we understand the thematic, narrative 

potential of the holidays as a key to strengthening society, the sense of belonging and unity.   

In 2019 we sent Asif’s pilot materials to families covering three holidays (Shavuot, Tishrei 

Holidays and Hanukkah) to 1500 families. They received ready-to-use holiday packages and 

completed feedback on its use, suggestions for improvement, etc. (see appendix for examples of 

content submitted via WhatsApp). We collected feedback from dozens of users, and are now fine-

tuning the content development accordingly. Most of the responses were excellent and 

encouraging. It seems that the project answers a real need. Via the feedback we learned that the 

Asif users also include Jewish Orthodox families, Masorti families, and Israeli families living in 

the Diaspora.  

Asif has the potential to expand to tens of thousands of families. We are asking for support for 

three years, during which we will establish the project, create a wide audience in Israel (30,000 

families) and turn it into a significant asset. After three years we will offer Asif as a partnership 

with one of the large organizations working with us to disseminate it nationally with independent 

resources that will render it sustainable over the coming decade (2022-2032). Possible future 

partners are the Education Dept. of the JNF, the IACC and the WZO.  

 

2021-2020 –Project activities  

1. Creating products for 9 holidays: Tu B’Shvat, Purim, National Days, Lag B’Omer, Shavuot, 

Tishrei holidays, Hanukkah, Shabbat.  

2. Developing marketing and distribution platforms for 5,000 families in 2020 (10,000 in 2021 

and 30,000 in 2022). 

3. Setting up new infrastructures and tools to work with wide audiences (tens of thousands): a 

marketing manager specializing in disseminating  quality content, developing a graphic 

language , setting up a CRM system to collect user data, professional training in content 

writing and adapting it for social media distribution, developing a feedback and evaluation 

system to enhance the contents. 

 

5.Time frame 

• Creating content products for 9 holidays: Tu B’Shvat and Purim (January-February), Passover 

(March), National Days and Lag B’Omer (April), Shavuot (May), Tishrei holidays (June-July), 

Hanukah, Shabbat (October-November). 

• Developing marketing platforms and setting up new infrastructures and tools to work with 

wide audiences (tens of thousands): a marketing manager specializing in disseminating  

quality content (April-December), developing a graphic language (April-June), setting up a 

CRM system to collect user data (July-December), professional training in content writing 

and adapting it for social media distribution (May-August), developing a feedback and 

evaluation system to enhance the contents (April-December). 

 

 

 

 

 



6.Target population (number & demographics of populations to be served) 

Our primary audience consists of secular and traditional families who do not define themselves 

as Orthodox Jews (68% of the country’s Jewish population). However, we believe that even 

Orthodox Jewish families with a pluralistic viewpoint will be enriched by Asif content. Our goal 

is to reach tens of thousands of families in the coming three years. 

7.Key staff positions (please list specific names and positions) 

• Lior Lekner – Content coordinator 

• Elad Ormian – Digital coordinator 

• Ari Alon – Content consultor (Elon is a Israeli writer, Talmud scholar and educator. Elon 

Taught Talmud and Midrash at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Elon taught at various 

institutions throughout Israel, and served as the director of the Rabbinic Texts Program at 

the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College in Philadelphia.) 

• Muki Tzur – Content consultant (Israeli historian, writer, editor and educator).   

• Binyamin Yogev – Content consultants (one of the country’s senior teachers for Jewish 

holidays and the history of the kibbutz holidays).   

• Marketing manager (TBD) 

• Language editor (TBD) 

 

8.Board of directors (please list the names and titles of your board members) 

• Ilan Gazit – Chairman 

• Assaf Shinar 

• Limor Teler 

• Riki Raz 

 

9.Evaluation methods: How will you determine if you are meeting your goals in addition to 

your objectives? What methods will be employed to measure project success and its impact? 

(Please note that if funded you will be asked to refer to the evaluation methods, goals and 

objectives you describe in this proposal in your report at the end of the grant cycle.) 

• Meeting the target of dissemination to 30,000 families. 

• For each holiday, the number of content items will match the number of days of the holiday – 

a WhatsApp message with content will be sent out each day.  

• Feedback forms to be filled by users after each holiday and at the end of each year 

(measuring family attitude to the holiday: quality, impact of the values and family discourse, 

connection to the holidays, perception of Jewish culture, people, the country and Israeli 

society).  

• Interviews with 20 users regarding the changes in culture and perception of the holiday 

following the use of Asif products. 

•  40% of the users clicked on the links (contents sent via WhatsApp) each holiday.  

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hebrew_University_of_Jerusalem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reconstructionist_Rabbinical_College
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philadelphia


 

 

Estimated Annual Shittim Institute Budget 2020 

Expenditures      
Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time   
Management  $           85,000  200%  
Head Office   $           20,000  125%  
Department coordinators  $         160,000  400%  
Instruction and content development  $         120,000  250%  
Instructors and lecturers  $           60,000  Freelancers  
Total personnel costs  $         445,000     
     
Other than personnel services (OTPS) / 

Program costs (suggested categories) Total Cost $ Cost per item/hour  
Professional services  $           40,000  60-90$ per hour  
Expenses for activities   $         200,000  100-200$ Venues & Facilities 

 

Workshop & Performances    $           50,000  500$ per item  
Promotion & marketing  $           20,000  60-90$ per hour  
Materials  $           15,000  1-5$ per item  
Publishing  $           10,000  50-180$ per item  
Total OTPS / Program Costs  $         335,000     

    
Overhead costs       
Bookkeeping and accounting  $           25,000  12$ per hour  
Telephones and communications  $             1,500  125$ per month  
Printing and postage  $             5,000  1$ per item  
Electricity, water  $             5,000  415$ per month  
Rent, taxes and utilities  $           10,000  830$ per month  
Maintenance   $             8,500  710$ per month  
Total Overhead   $           55,000     
       
Total Expenditures $835,000    

    
Revenues/Income Amount ($) *Funding type & Status 

PM’s Office  $           50,000  Government                       L 

Ministry of Education  $           40,000  Government                        L 

Kibbutz Movement  $           50,000                                              C 

World Zionist Organization  $           30,000                                               C 

Regional Councils  $           20,000                                               L 

Posen  $         180,000  Private                                  L 

Moses Wolfowitz  $           70,000  Private                                  C 

Gimprich  $           20,000  Private                                  R 

Matching  $           20,000  Private                                  R 

Income from activities  $         355,000  self-generated                        L 

Total income  $         835,000    

*Funding type: self-generated, foundation, 

gov 

**Status: Committed, Likely, Requested 



 

 

Asif – Israeli Holiday - 2020 budget  

Expenditures     

Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time  

Lior Lekner – Content coordinator $16,000 40% 

Content development team (Copywriting)  $6,000 Freelance (20$ per hour) 

Elad Ormian – Organizational coordinator $8,000 20% 

Marketing manager $10,000 30% 

Language editor  $2,000 Freelance (15$ per hour) 

Ari Alon, Binyamin Yogev, Muki Tzur – Content 

consultants $3,000   

Total personnel costs $45,000   

      

  Total Cost $ Cost per item/hour 

Market analysis + segmentation $4,000 

Market data collection 

process 

Marketing strategy development $6,000 100$ per hour 

Marketing platform development (+CRM) $4,000 100$ per hour 

Content product and platform development $4,500 70$ per hour 

Graphics & Design $3,500 75$ per hour 

Print $2,000 4$ per item 

Publicity  $6,000 50-150$ per item 

Measurement and assessment $1,500 30$ per hour 

Total OTPS / Program Costs $31,500   

      

Overhead costs      

Bookkeeping and accounting $2,200   

Telephones and communications $150   

Printing and postage $700   

Electricity, water $450   

Rent, taxes and utilities $1,000   

Maintenance  $1,000   

Total Overhead  $5,500   

      

Total Expenditures $82,000   

      

Revenues/Income Amount ($) *Funding type & status 

Jewish Federation of Cincinnati $15,000 Foundation              L 

Jewish Federation of Greater MetroWest NJ $17,500 Foundation               L 

Providing service $9,500 self-funding              C 

The Gimprich Family Foundation $20,000 Foundation                R 

The Moses-Wolfowitz Foundation - matching $20,000 Foundation     Matching 

Total income $82,000   

*Funding type: self-generated, foundation, gov 

  

**Status: Committed, Likely, Requested  

  



 

Applicant: Machon Shittim- The Kibbutz Institute for Festivals and Holidays   

General Manager Eran Yarkoni 

Kibbutz Beit Hashita 

Mobile Post Haamakim, VALLEYS  10801 04 

 

Project Title: Asif - Gathering on-line for Israeli Holidays 

 

Amount Requested: $60,000.00  Program Area: Jewish 

Amount Recommended: $60,000.00   

 

This is not the first on-line Jewish content request that we have received. Likewise, there is 

certainly no lack of on-line Jewish content available through many websites. However, I think 

that this is the first in Hebrew tailor made for secular Israelis application to use Whatsapp to 

spread holiday content. I will be sending out with the proposal the brochure on the Asif that I 

think shows how well planned and unique this content is. Michael and I both met with Eran, the 

director of Shittim. Shittim has done research and piloted this project and has had great results. 

The current Corona virus crisis and emphasized the need for this kind of project. In fact, this 

month 6,000 new families joined the project. I think that Shittim is an important organization 

providing relevant programs for secular Jewish Israelis. I recommend supporting this project for 

three years. Our grant has an offer of a matching grant for all three years. Shittim's aim is that the 

project will be adopted and funded by an international or governmental body at that time. 

 

Prior Grants: See Attached List 

 

Total Amount: $25,000.00  Date Last Grant:  4/22/2018 

Span: 2012 - 2018 Amount: $15,000.00  

Total Grants: 2 

  

 Schedule of Grants 

 

Year  Purpose of Grant  Amount 

2012  Shirat Hachol-Secular Liturgy $10,000.00 

2018  Expanding Flagship program Jewish culture for secular Israelis  $15,000.00 
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SUMMARY INFORMATION 

Date: March 5, 2020 

Name of organization: Beit Tefilah Israeli (BTI) 

Address:  100 Shlomo Hamelech, 64243 Tel Aviv, Israel 

Contact Person: Esteban Gottfried                      Position: Founder, Rabbi, CEO 

E-mail address: esteban@btfila.org                                                                                               

Web site/Facebook page: https://btfila.org/ ; https://www.facebook.com/btfila1/ 

Other media platforms: 

Office Telephone:   077-3003655                    Mobile telephone:0547763006 

Amuta number:  580454403  

List all previous applications or grants from the GFF: 2013 

Date of last evaluation report submitted: 2014 

Total estimated organizational budget for 2020 ($US):  $806,400 

Name of the proposed project: Growing BTI’s marketing and outreach strategies 

Total project budget ($US): $201,000 

Amount requested ($US): $20,000 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION: (Mission, History and Problem statement) 

 

Israeli society today is all-too-often characterized by divisiveness, and the gap between religious 

and non-religious Israelis is frequently a flashpoint. In fact, rather than a diverse set of practices, 

religious observance – in particular in public spaces – is often perceived dichotomously, in terms 

of belonging to an established category or not, or as a battle between competing values of 

tolerance versus coercion.  

While significant attention has been focused on the need for policy change, there has been 

relatively little focus on the grassroots of Israeli society. We believe that absent a constituency 

within the Israeli public that is passionate about Jewish pluralism, significant top-down change in 

this area is unlikely to follow.  

Therefore, BTI leads a movement to cultivate and sustain creative, indigenous Israeli Judaism 

that is meaningful and relevant within Israel and to Jewish peoplehood in the 21st century. 

Starting as a grassroots non-denominational community in 2004, BTI has grown into an 

innovative organization that annually provides approximately 65,000 Israelis more than 270 

pluralistic, egalitarian, and authentically Israeli Jewish ritual celebrations, study, social activism, 

and community life.  

In our BTI Tel Aviv home community, we gather members year-round to commemorate and 

observe, practice, study, and give back to the community together and Jewishly. Our home 

community inspires and incubates our continuous innovation of Israeli Jewish liturgy, texts, and 

music. For nearly a decade, BTI has broadened its impact by training others, disseminating our 

original materials, and providing Tel Aviv and its visitors inclusive and meaningful alternatives 

for connecting to Jewish holidays through our open-space and public rituals and celebrations that 

serve as a model for nation-wide replication.  

Today, BTI operates on an annual budget of $806,000 with five staff members and 30 

volunteers. 

 

 

https://btfila.org/
https://www.facebook.com/btfila1/


PROJECT PROPOSAL: Please describe the project for which you seek the foundation’s 

support by completing the following 9 items on no more than 3 pages:    

 

1.Brief Project description (summary) 

 

The BTI Online initiative seeks to leverage fifteen years of BTI experience in developing 

pioneering frameworks that have helped to shaped the field, and reach tens of thousands of 

Israelis annually in order to scale our impact. The potential to engage broader and deeper through 

an expanded Web presence remains untapped. Indeed, most of our programs today are not 

actively marketed beyond our newsletter, which reaches existing community members. Thus, in 

order to maximize the reach of our considerable resources and platforms, we understand that we 

need a bold initiative focusing on shaping a vigorous BTI online presence. 

Therefore, in order to amplify our reach, we seek to focus on uses of the Web to expand 

exposure to our organizations and the programs we provide. Exposure is key in: 1. Growing 

awareness that such an option exists and strengthening its presence in the discourse and public 

perspective, and 2. increasing direct engagement with BTI and BTI programs. 

 

2. Project goals  3. Project objectives  

a. To enable broad and diverse Israeli Jewish 

audiences to be a part of a pluralistic, egalitarian 

movement for Jewish practice. 

a. We aim to reach an average of a 

20 percent increase in 

participation in current and new 

programs that we run during the 

grant period. This would amount 

to 30,000 people not including 

40,000 at the Sukah. 

b. To help ensure the sustainability of our movement 

by bolstering demand for our income-producing 

services, such as bnei mitzvah, workshops, talks, 

seminar, and celebrations and commemorations 

convened in schools, community centers, and with 

municipalities.  

b. We aim to reach an average of 

30 percent increase in income 

through income-producing 

initiatives. This would amount to 

$150,000 self-generated income. 

c. To increase public awareness of BTI and of the 

existence of this alternative to contribute to a more 

multi-faceted public discourse on Judaism in 

Israel, and for spiritually inclined Israeli Jews for 

whom traditional synagogues or affiliated 

movements are not resonant. 

c. In coordination with new media 

and social media professionals, 

we will set ambitious and 

realistic goals regarding Web 

exposure in the first weeks of the 

grant period. 

 

4.Project activities (the activities that will be used carried out to achieve your goals and 

objectives) 

 

- Develop and implement a social media marketing plan:  

o Initial consultation with external expert to create the plan and set objectives 

o Create a 50 percent position (in-house or outsourced) focused on BTI’s social media presence, 

including creating our Instagram account and growing our Facebook presence (currently 

followed by 14,000 people) 



o Strategically utilize our contribution from Google towards targeted Google ads 

o Determine target markets and timing for campaigns promoting major programs (holidays, b’nei 

mitzvah, etc.) 

- Upgrade our Web site: 

o Work with a Web developer to re-build Web site to make it responsive, friendly, and agile. 

o Develop customizable resources (e.g. Siddurim for Bar Mitzvahs) 

o Translate website and materials to English 

- Compliment efforts with traditional marketing: 

o Printed materials and posters 

o Engagement campaign to promote programs to institutions, such as schools, community centers, 

and municipalities 

- Evaluate results and elicit insights to shape the following year’s plan accordingly 

 

5.Time frame 

- Month one: Consultation with new media expert, securing social media and Web developer 

positions 

- Ongoing: Maintain new media plan, timed seasonal campaigns (e.g. holidays in Sept.-Oct., Nov.-

April b’nei mitzvah, May-August open-space events) 

- Final month: Evaluating and reporting on results 

 

6.Target population (number & demographics of populations to be served) 

Our target population mainly comprises secular, curious Israelis who are not affiliated with a 

religious denomination or movement. We focus on increasing exposure within ‘Gush 

Dan,’(greater Tel Aviv)  which has a population of approximately four million residents. Our 

specific demographic targets will differ per campaign, e.g. families with bar/bat mitzvah-aged 

kids for bnei mitzvah, broader public for open-space summer Kabbalot Shabbat. 

 

7.Key staff positions (please list specific names and positions) 

Esteban Gottfried, BTI Founder, Rabbi, and CEO, will manage and supervise the program. Rabbi 

Gottfried was ordained at Hebrew Union College in Jerusalem, and is a graduate of the Israeli 

Rabbinical Seminary of the Shalom Hartman Institute and Hamidrasha at Oranim. Before 

pursuing the rabbinate, he studied theater in Tel Aviv and London. During his 20-year career in 

the theater, Esteban received numerous awards, including two “Israeli Oscars” (Ofir) as a writer 

and actor.  

Sharon Abulafia, BTI Community and Program Director, will administer the program, we will 

hire a Social media director (TBD) and Ronit Mizrachi will be the website and newsletter 

maintenance coordinator. 

 

8.Board of directors (please list the names and titles of your board members) 

Board Chairman: Ronen Koehler - Head of Staff of Outbrain with a background is in the IT 

industry, including as global head of human resources at Check Point software technologies and 

across various Israeli military organizations. 

Board: Rani Jaeger is BTI’s co-founder and a fellow, researcher, and board member at the 

Shalom Hartman Institute’s Be’eri program; Lior Weintraub is former vice president of The 

Israel Project. Spokesperson for Israeli embassy in Washington D.C. and CEO of She’arim;  

Anat Agmon is publisher and owner of Globes and a successful entrepreneur; Tali Ben Sirashe is 



an organizational consultant for non-profits in fundraising, marketing, building financial 

independence and developing business programs that create income, and former director of 

development at Kolot; Michael Gilinsky is an attorney who assisted in establishing the reform 

movement in Shoham; Andrew Treitel is an attorney in private practice and a member of the 

Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of the Judaism and Democracy Action Alliance 

of North America; and Gila Raz is a founding members of Beit Tefilah Israeli, a founder of 

Limmud Arava, and a former principal of the Arava Municipality’s high school.  

 

9.Evaluation methods: How will you determine if you are meeting your goals in addition to 

your objectives? What methods will be employed to measure project success and its impact? 

(Please note that if funded you will be asked to refer to the evaluation methods, goals and 

objectives you describe in this proposal in your report at the end of the grant cycle.) 

BTI tracks the quality and quantity of its programs, elicits insights from gathered data, and 

systematically integrates these into subsequent planning processes 

Objective 1: We will measure our goal of increasing participation in events by 30 percent by 

comparing the numbers of the grant year’s participants with those from the previous year. Staff 

members posted at events track participation rates. In addition, participants fill out feedback 

cards with information about themselves and to request opportunities for further engagement. 

Objective 2: We will measure our goal of increasing consumption of income-producing services 

by 30 percent by comparing the numbers of the grant year’s participants with those from the 

previous year. 

Objective 3: We will measure the objectives we set with a new media consultant at the outset of 

the grant period using Web-based analytic tools. Specifically, we will gather information from 

our Facebook and Instagram sites. 

 

  



Estimated Annual  Project Budget 

Expenditures     

Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time  

Management - Esteban Gottfried CEO $10,000 18% 

Administration - Sharon Abulafia - Content Manager $9,130 25% 

Program/Project staff     

Social Media Manager - (TBD - In House or Outsourcing) $17,500 50% 

Website & Newsletter maintenance -  Ronit Mizrachi ) $6,260 20% 

Direct Marketing -  $5,100 15% 

Total benefits and taxes $14,510   

Total personnel costs $62,500   

    

Other than personnel services (OTPS) / Program costs  
Total 
Cost $ Cost per item/hour 

Website developing and design $15,000 $75/hr 

English translation (website and newsletters) $5,000 $75/hr 

Marketing consulting -  $800 $100/hr 

Graphic Designer (Printed and online materials) $10,000 &80/hr 

      

Materials: flyers, posters, booklets $5,000  10,000 copies 

Streaming equipment & camera $3,500   

Marketing - Facebook, Instagram and other media buys $10,000   

Google ads marketing budget $80,000   

Professional development $1,000   

Travel $800   

Total OTPS / Program Costs $127,600   

   

Overhead costs      

Bookkeeping and accounting $3,000 %250/ month  

Telephones and communications $500 $40/month 

Printing and postage $400 $33/month 

Electricity, water $200 $18/month 

Rent, taxes and utilities $6,400 $533/month 

Maintenance  $400 $33/month 

Total Overhead  $10,900   

      

Total Expenditures $201,000   

   

Revenues/Income 
Amount 
($) 

*Funding type 
& status 

Stulman Fund $15,000 Foundation C 

UJA NY $20,000 Foundation C 

Posen Foundation $8,000 Foundation R 

Metro west Federation $3,000 Foundation C 



Existing unrestricted grant funds  $40,000 Foundation C 

Committed organizational funds $15,000 self generated L 

Google Ads grant $80,000 Foundation C 

Gimprich Fund - This application $20,000 Foundation R 

Total income $201,000   

   

Estimated Annual Organizational Budget 
Expenditures      
Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time   
Management - Esteban Gottfried CEO, Rabbi $57,000 100%  
Sharon Abulafia - Content and Community Director $42,000 100%  
David Eliahu - CFO/COO $43,000 100%  
Nimrod Bejerano - Community coordinator $18,000 50%  
Ronit Mizrachi - Administration $17,000 50%  
Social Media Manager - (TBD - In House or Outsourcing) $17,500 50%  
Atalya Lavi - Cantor /musical director $18,000 35%  
Luis Erson - Maintenance $12,000 30%  
Total benefits and taxes $67,350    
Total personnel costs $291,850    
     

Other than personnel services (OTPS) / Program costs  Total Cost  Cost per item/hour  
Teachers - bi-weekly Beit Midrash and guests $15,000 200$/class  
Fund raising consultant retainer $15,000 50$/hr  
Graphic Designer $12,000 $300/project  
Siddur printing $12,000 2000 Siddurim  

Community programs $41,000 
Shavuot, Purim, Shabbat 
Dinners, etc  

Sukah Project -  9000sq mt. Sukah  72 events during 9 days $87,000 
Construction, content, 
permits, sound, staff,   

40 Public space Kabalot shabbat $74,000 
18 Haifa, 10 Tel Aviv, 7 
Herzliya and 5 Ramat Gan    

Bar Mitzvah program $35,000 $875/Bar Mitzvah  
Marketing budget $18,000 $180/Event  
Google ads marketing budget $80,000 Google ads In Kind Grant  
Website $12,000 per website  
Training program $20,000 $333/Teaching Class  

CD project $18,000 
Incl. Musicians fees, studio, 
arrangements and production  

Other projects $5,000 TBD  

 
      
Total OTPS / Program Costs $444,000    

    



Overhead costs      

Bookkeeping and accounting $6,400 
$533/ month including annual 
reports  

Telephones and communications $1,200 $100/month  
Printing and postage $3,000 $250/month  
Electricity, water $1,800 $150/month  
Rent, taxes and utilities $45,150 $37,672/month  

Travel $3,000 2 Fund raising travel to US  
Maintenance  $10,000 $833/month  
Total Overhead  $70,550    
       
Total Expenditures $806,400    

    

Revenues/Income 
Amount 
($) *Funding type & status  

Membership $11,600 Self- generated L 

Sales $1,800 Self- generated L 

Programs fees and generated income $150,000 Self- generated L 

Crowdfunding campaign $80,000 Self- generated L 

NY Federation - Haifa $100,000 Foundation C 

Posen Fund $50,000 Foundation C 

Chicago Federation $8,000 Foundation C 

NY FED - Bar Mitzvahs program  $  15,000  Foundation R 

Metro West federation  $ 15,000  Foundation C 

Private Donations  $ 14,000  Foundation L 

Matanel   $ 12,000  Foundation C 

Honey Foundation  $ 17,000  Foundation R 

Sapir Fund  $ 25,000  Foundation R 

Abeles Community program  $ 20,000  Foundation C 

Abeles training Program  $ 25,000  Foundation C 

Abeles Seed Money for graduates - Training program  $ 25,000  Foundation C 

Maimonides Fund  $ 25,000  Foundation R 

BTI CD Headstart campaign  $ 18,000  self -generated  L 

Los Angeles Community Fund  $ 60,000  Foundation R 

Ministry of agriculture  $ 22,000  Gov               C 

Tel Aviv municipality  $ 12,000  Gov                R 

Google Ads grant $80,000 Foundation C 

Gimprich  Family Foundation - This application $20,000 Foundation C 

Total income $806,400   

    

    
 
    



Applicant: Beit Tfillah Israeli Contact: Esteban  Gottfried 

 

Rehov King George 38 Rabbi 

Tel Aviv, DAN  63298 054-776-3006 

 

Project Title: Growing BTI's marketing and outreach strategies 

 

Amount Requested: $20,000.00  Program Area: Jewish 

Amount Recommended: $20,000.00   

Beit Tfillah Israeli has grown from a small community in Tel Aviv to an important national 

player in Israeli Judaism. Their web presence is surprisingly small compared to the current size 

and range of their activities. In a time when web presence and social media have become 

important tools for religious, social and cultural communities it is testimony to their relevance to 

Israeli society that Beit Tfillah Yisraeli has thus far expanded without much help from digital 

tools. They are currently seeking our assistance with developing their on-line presence. This is a 

timely (even before the Corona crisis) and important project. Beit Tfillah Yisraeli has products 

that benefit a broad range of Yisraeli. They have maximized their off-line exposure and now it is 

time for them to reach out on-line. Michael and I met with the Rabbi and director, Esteban and 

with the community chairman, Ronen. I recommend funding this project at the requested level. 

 

Prior Grants:  

 

Total Amount:  $9,000.00  Date Last Grant:  11/16/2014 

Span:  2014 Amount:  $9,000.00  

Total Grants: 1 
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SUMMARY INFORMATION 

Date: 12/03/2020 

Name of organization:  Yesodot – The Center for Torah and Democracy 

Address: Heichal Shlomo – The Jewish Heritage Center in Jerusalem, 58 King George Street, 

Jerusalem   

Contact Person: Ruhama Gebel-Redman   Position: Director 

E-mail address: gebelru01@gmail.com        Web site/Facebook page: 

http://www.yesodot.org.il/ 

https://www.facebook.com/yesodotherzog/ 

Other media platforms: 

Office Telephone: 073-2179929                Mobile telephone: 054-4884801  

Amuta number:  580364230  

List all previous applications or grants from the Gimprich Family Foundation: 

$20,000- 2017 $10,000- 2015 

 Date of last evaluation report submitted: 16/01/2019 

Total estimated organizational budget for 2020 ($US):  $630,000 

Name of the proposed project: Intergenerational Beit Midrash within religious pre-military 

preparatory academies 

Total project budget ($US): $76,000 

Amount requested ($US):  $30,000 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION: (Mission, History and Problem statement) 

Yesodot is an educational non-profit organization that advocates Jewish-democratic discourse as 

an identity building educational tool.  Yesodot was founded right after the assassination of Prime 

Minister Yitzhak Rabin, 24 years ago. Rabin’s assassination constituted a dark low point in the 

conduct of civil discourse in Israel, in the ability to tolerate dispute and to manage it with 

legitimate tools. After Rabin’s murder, religious Zionism in Israel, like Israeli society as a whole, 

felt that it had arrived at a dead end in terms of its ability to discuss the disparities between their 

positions and about the methods of conducting civic-democratic discussion between those with 

opposing views in the Jewish democratic state, the State of Israel. 

We are a religious Zionist non-profit that promotes discourse that is honest and responsible, 

Jewish and democratic, fair and respectful. We are committed to this. In recent years, Yesodot 

has been successful in building trust within the formal educational system in the State of Israel 

and successful in promoting study and conceptualization of civic terms that relate to 

controversial issues in Israel and in providing access to pedagogic tools to confront these issues 

in the school environment.  

Yesodot paved a new path in informal education, to accomplish these objectives in the 

framework of religious pre-military preparatory academies (as detailed below) and to work 

within communities throughout Israel (under the auspices of community centers and 

synagogues). 

The spheres of influence of Yesodot, in recent years alone, have reached over 500 educators and 

close to 25,000 students. 

Yesodot continues in an ongoing manner to discover new and innovative paths to promote the 

Jewish-democratic discourse in Israel. 

 

http://www.yesodot.org.il/
https://www.facebook.com/yesodotherzog/


PROJECT PROPOSAL: Please describe the project for which you seek the foundation’s 

support by completing the following 9 items on no more than 3 pages:    

 

1.Brief Project description (summary) 

The religious pre-military preparatory academies (mechinot) were founded 30 years ago to serve 

as a vanguard in addressing pressing issues of concern to the religious Zionist sector, such as 

producing religious, halakhically-committed graduates, in preparation for the full three-year 

military service, preparing them to assume leadership roles in the IDF and Israeli society.  

However, the community is confronting new, different issues, which require our attention and 

consideration, e.g., the gap between the target population that studies in the mechinot and the 

world of the rabbis who teach in those mechinot, whose world view, although Zionist, tends to 

adopt the more haredi approach to the secular world and stringency in halakhic rulings.  

The leaders of the religious pre-military academies lack familiarity with pedagogical tools that 

would enable them to conduct this discourse in a manner that will, on the one hand, enable the 

students to form an identity, and, on the other, in the framework of the religious pre-military 

academy, expose them to the complexity and range of voices in Israeli society. 

Yesodot is currently piloting the establishment of an inter-generational Beit Midrash bringing 

together leaders of religious pre-military programs with alumni, aged 35-49, who are active in 

their communities and involved in all fields – government, business, army, and the world of 

education. 

We seek the partnership of the Gimprich Family Foundation in this experimental ground-

breaking pilot program. To date, the program has received much positive feedback and 

significant initial interest, indicating the great need for this program. 

 

2. Project goals  

(vision & long term aims) 

3. Project objectives (should measurable & 

achievable within the grant period) 

a. To produce a change in the 

discourse in religious pre-military 

academies. 

a. The establishment of the Beit Midrash with 25 

participants who are leaders in the national 

religious community and themselves graduates 

of premilitary academies.  

b. At least 4 heads of the religious 

pre-military academies will 

incorporate the materials studied 

in the Beit Midrash in their 

programs. 

b. Creation of a (safe) place for educational and 

pedagogic discussion through conceptualization 

of workshop tools. Success will be measured in 

that at least 70% of the participants in the Beit 

Midrash will attend all sessions. 

 

4.Project activities (the activities that will be carried out to achieve your goals and objectives) 

a. Three meetings of the steering committee. The steering committee was established to plan the 

running of the Beit Midrash: determining the framework of activity, characterization of the 

participants in the Beit Midrash (alumni and heads of the religious pre-military preparatory 

academies), culling the choice of topics for the Beit Midrash and determining the criterion for 

success. 

b. Data gathering through a questionnaire focusing on the Jewish-democratic educational 

challenges in the context of the religious pre-military academies (mechinot). This questionnaire 

was distributed to recent alumni (who finished their studies over the past three years). Results of 



the questionnaire emphasized to us once again the large gap which exists between the heads of 

the academies and the students at this time.  

c. Recruitment of 25 Beit Midrash students. From among these will be some who are the heads and 

leaders of the religious pre-army military academies (mechinot) and some who are graduates of 

mechinot, aged 35-49, who are community activists involved in Israeli society and its challenges.  

d. Opening the Beit Midrash and choosing the topics that will be discussed during the course of the 

Beit Midrash sessions. Please note that we are still in the pilot stage but have begun organizing. 

Our four topics have been chosen and they are: 

female leadership, mamlachtiyut (non-partisan approach), the new family and challenges of 

religious Zionist identity in our generation. 

e. We plan to run six Beit Midrash study sessions over the course of six months.  Each session will 

consist of three stages: 

• Study with an expert on the content of the chosen topic 

• Beit Midrash Torah study 

• Educational/workshop discussion of the question: What is the educational role of the mechinot in 

the topic of discussion? 

5.Time frame 

Six six-hour sessions will take place over the course of six months on Tuesdays. The first pilot 

meeting was held and was very successful with 27 attending. Although we do not yet have the 

complete funding, we nevertheless decided to open the Beit Midrash, due to the extremely 

positive feedback that we have received. Almost every one of the alumni (and also some of the 

heads of the mechinot) who we turned to, mentioned that they have been waiting many years for 

the establishment of an interactive Beit Midrash such as this. At this stage, we are operating 

within the partial funding that we have obtained to date and we hope to raise the remainder of the 

amount in order to enable us to continue this important pilot project. 

6.Target population (number & demographics of populations to be served) 

The target population of the program are students in the religious pre-military academies 

(mechinot). Today, there are 22 religious pre-military mechinot with 1,500 students each year. 

The goal is to create a profound and deep-rooted influence on the Jewish-democratic discourse in 

the religious pre-military academies and thus, upon current as well as future students of the 

mechinot. Many of the graduates of the mechinot assume key positions in the army and in Israeli 

society and the long-term goal is to impact the Jewish-democratic discourse throughout Israeli 

society. 

7.Key staff positions (please list specific names and positions) 

• Ruhama Gebel-Redman, Director of the Program and of Yesodot.  Ruhama holds a Master’s 

degree in political science from Hebrew University and has been working in the world of 

education for over 20 years. She is an expert with rich experience in the areas of pedagogy and 

content and specializes in building bridges and connections between differing populations.  She 

has been the driving force of the steering committee and the Beit Midrash throughout all stages 

of the program. 

• Rabbi Aaron Egel-Tal, former Rosh Yeshiva of Ma’aleh Chever, and among the founders of the 

Institute for Jewish Educational Strategy, has been a part of leading the process from the early 

stages and took an active role in recruiting participants from among graduates and heads of the 

religious pre-military academies.   



Mentors: 

• Ruhama Gebel-Redman (See above). 

• Rabbi Aaron Egel-Tal (See above).   

• Uri Horvitz, Director of the Telem Mechina (“Shavei Chevron”) 

• Lieutenant Colonel (Res.) Eitan Hoenig, curriculum developer for the Kohelet Policy Forum. 

• Elad Rosenthal Esq., state attorney 

 

8.Board of directors (please list the names and titles of your board members) 

• Rabbi Yaakov Medan, Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivat Har Etzion, President of the Amuta 

• Rabbi Prof. Yehuda Brandes, President of Herzog College, Chairman of the Board of the Amuta 

• Dr. Yafa Giser, Founder and Member of the Board 

• Dr. Shlomo Fischer, Founder and Member of the Board 

• Dr. Ezra Kahalani, Rector of Herzog College, Member of the Board 

• Yaakov Bing, Member of the Board 

• Inbal Freund, Member of the Board 

• Yehoshua Herling, Co-CEO of Herzog College, Member of the Board 

• Yedaya Levin, Co-CEO of Herzog College, Member of the Board 

• Zohar Cohen, Member of the Board 

 

9.Evaluation methods: How will you determine if you are meeting your goals in addition to 

your objectives? What methods will be employed to measure project success and its impact? 

(Please note that if funded you will be asked to refer to the evaluation methods, goals and 

objectives you describe in this proposal in your report at the end of the grant cycle.) 

The initial importance and relevance of this program has already been proven by our ability to 

recruit 25 central community activists in Israeli society. The continued success will be measured 

by the continuous attendance of the participants in all the sessions. We will monitor the 

attendance through the use of sign-in sheets which participants will be required to sign. In 

addition to participation, we anticipate active involvement in the various topics that will be 

discussed in the Beit Midrash during the six sessions. Based on the success of this project, will 

we initiate a second stage of the program where lessons from the first stage will be implemented. 

Likewise, we will monitor and measure the amount of material and ideas presented in the beit 

midrash that are incorporated in the study programs run by the participants. The most significant 

measurement for success of the program will be the desire of the students to progress to Stage 2 

of the program. Besides the additional 12 sessions for further in-depth discussion of the topics 

discussed in Stage 1, the climax will be the creation of an operative curriculum to be 

implemented in the religious pre-military preparatory academies (mechinot). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Estimated Project Budget 

Expenditures      
Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time   
Management: Ruhama Gebel-Redman,Director $7,126 10  
Administration: Hila Eitam, Administrator $2,194 7.5  
Pedagogical Staff: Aaron Egel-Tal ,Content Developer & 

Moderator $4,350 10  
Total benefits and taxes $0    
Total personnel costs $13,670    
     
Other than personnel services (OTPS) / Program costs 

(suggested categories) 

Total 

Cost $ 

Cost per 

item/hour  

Stipend for Beit Midrash participants $46,980 

 $ 290 per month 

per participant  
Professional speakers: 6 speakers  $2,034  $                  339   
Materials $870  $                  870   
Graphic design $1,450  $               1,450   
Classrooms $1,740  $                  290   
Refreshments $2,610  $                  435   
Total OTPS / Program Costs $55,684    

    
Overhead costs       
Bookkeeping and accounting $1,250    
Printing and postage $384    
Rent, taxes and utilities (Includes Communications, 

Electricity, Water and Maintenance) $5,210    
Total Overhead  $6,844    
       
Total Expenditures $76,198    

    

Revenues/Income 

Amount 

($) *Funding type 

Yoreinu Foundation $30,000 Foundation       C 

Private donors $8,000 Private donors   C 

The Gimprich Family Foundation $30,000 Foundation        R 

Federation of San Francisco $8,000 Foundation        L 

Total income $76,000   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Estimated Annual Organizational Budget 

Expenditures      
Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time   
Management: Ruhama Gebel-Redman,Director $71,260 100  
Management: Bezalel Goldman, Finance & Logistics 

Coordinator $56,240 100  
Administration: Hila Eitam, Administrator $21,940 75  
Pedagogical Staff: Tanya Regev ,Head of Education $42,240 80  
Pedagogical Staff: Shlomit Fisher,Yifat Misgav, Itamar 

Nachmani, Lior Kaminetsky and Nechemya Rosenfeld. 

Content Developers & Moderators $116,400 50  
Pedagogical Staff: Aaron Egel-Tal ,Content Developer & 

Moderator $4,350 10  
Total personnel costs $312,430    

Other than personnel services (OTPS) / Program costs  Total Cost $ 

Cost per 

item/hour  

Intergenerational Beit Midrash program $55,684 

 See  specific 

program budget   
Training and Seminars (43 days) $149,640  $ 3,480   
Printed Materials: 4-5 publications on relevant topics $7,540    
Web site: redo $19,700    
Marketing $14,500    
Team Training/Staff: about 15 meetings per year $11,600  10 members  
Total OTPS / Program Costs $258,664    
Overhead costs      
Bookkeeping and accounting $10,440    
Printing and postage $3,200    
Rent, taxes and utilities (Includes Communications, 

Electricity, Water and Maintenance) $43,400    
Total Overhead  $57,040    
Total Expenditures $628,134    

    
Revenues/Income Amount ($) *Funding type 

Maimonides Fund $330,000 Foundation   C 

Yoreinu Foundation $30,000 Foundation    C 

Poppers Prins Foundation $8,700 Foundation     C 

The Gimprich Family Foundation $30,000 Foundation     R 

Federation of San Francisco $8,000 Foundation     L 

Federation of Greater MetroWest NJ $15,000 Foundation     L 

Abeles Foundation $50,000 Foundation    R 

Private donors $15,000 Private donors C 

Ministry of Education $125,000 Government C 

Clients: Shalom Hartman Institute; Israel Democracy Institute) $18,300 Self- generated C 

Total income $630,000   



Applicant: Yesodot the Center for the Study of Torah and Democracy 

Contact: Ruchama Gebel Rudman 

Hechal Shlomo  

King George Str. 58 

POB 7440 

Jerusalem 93780  

 

Project Title: Intergenerational Beit Midrash within religious pre-military preparatory 

academies 

Amount Requested: $30,000.00  Program Area: Dialogue 

Amount Recommended: $30,000.00   

 

Pre-military academies began in the religious Zionist communities in Israel as a way to prepare 

the best and brightest male religious high school graduates with tools and knowledge to maintain 

a religious lifestyle while serving in high level, important positions in the military. Since that 

beginning about 30 years ago, pre-military academies have grown and now serve young Israelis 

from all walks of life seeking a gap year experience between high school and military or national 

service. The original pre-military academies of the religious Zionist movement have strayed 

from their original goals and have unfortunately been overly influenced by some extreme and 

reactionary elements of Israeli religious society. Yesodot has identified the concern of many the 

founding members of the religious pre-military academies, now leaders in both civilian and 

military institutions, about the direction of the academies and their influence on the community. 

The project for which Yesodot seeks our support aims to create a forum for dialogue and action 

but leaders and graduates of the academies with the intention of returning these important 

institutions to their original goals. The project is already in its pilot stage and has generated great 

interest in the community. This project and Yesodot as a sponsoring organization are important 

programs to support as Israel faces great challenges in maintaining both its Jewish and its 

democracy principles. I recommend funding this project for the requested amount. 

 

Prior Grants: See Attached List 

Total Amount:  $40,000.00 Date Last Grant: 10/22/2017 

Span: 2007 - 2017 Amount: $20,000.00  

Total Grants: 3 

 

 Schedule of Grants 

2007 School Intervention Program in Religious Schools in Israel $10,000.00 

2015 A city that is joined together-building an inclusive Jerusalem $10,000.00 

2017 Our Core Mission: bringing Judaism and Democracy Together $20,000.00 
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SUMMARY INFORMATION 

Date: March 4, 2020 

Name of organization: Atid Bamidbar R.A. 

Address:  Nahal Tzin 2, POB 220, Yeroham 8055102 

Contact Person:  Debbie Goldman Golan          Position: President 

E-mail address:   debbie@bamidbar.org     Web site/Facebook page: www.bamidbar.org  

Other media platforms: Atid Bamidbar Facebook page 

Office Telephone:  08-6585484    Mobile telephone: 054-491-0392  

Amuta number:  580180883  

List all previous applications or grants from the Gimprich Family Foundation: none 

 Date of last evaluation report submitted: not relevant 

Total estimated organizational budget for 2020 ($US):  $872,080 

Name of the proposed project: Developing Successful Programmatic Models and 

Disseminating Them: Evaluation of the "Mifgash" (lit. Meeting) Project as a Case Study 

Total project budget ($US): 40,000 Amount requested ($US):  20,000 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION: (Mission, History and Problem statement) 

Atid Bamidbar (est. 1990) grapples with one of the most explosive, dangerous issues facing 

Israeli society: the lack of a sense of mutual responsibility and inter-dependence between Israel's 

different "tribes". This lack of solidarity is exacerbated by nationalist and racial tensions in the 

relations between Jews and Arabs, and in the Negev, between Jews and Bedouin. Atid Bamidbar 

uses Community-Based Tourism, communal documentation, the preservation and nurturing of 

cultural traditions, personal encounters, and collaborative social action, to replace ignorance with 

knowledge, alienation with acquaintance, and bridge gaps fed by stereotypes and fear. We use 

the above as effective tools for developing a wider Jewish and Israeli story and empowering 

peripheral communities. Atid Bamidbar views human and communal diversity as a source of 

strength for Israeli society. We showcase that diversity by giving center stage to the stories and 

heritage of the pioneers in development towns in the 1950s and 1960s, "Mizrahi" Jews from 

Asian and North African countries, Ethiopian immigrants, Russian-speaking Israelis, Bedouin, 

and other populations whose story is not well known in the Israeli mainstream. Atid Bamidbar is 

not affiliated with any political party or group, but is intrinsically pluralistic and collaborates 

with many different organizations (as a matter of principle and value, not only efficiency); the 

staff reflects this diversity. In 2019, over 35,000 people participated in Atid Bamidbar 

programs and events, of these more than 18,500 participants in programs for 550 visiting 

groups from Israel and abroad; many tens of thousands more were exposed to our work 

via diverse media. Atid Bamidbar works in 4 different but related areas of activity: (1) 

Community /Culture /Identity (communal documentation, cultural/communal events, Yeroham 

Heritage House); (2) Work with Russian-Speaking Israelis (RSI) (Seminars on Wheels, 

Parents' School, "Children of the War" project, inter-generational encounters, Jewish holiday 

celebrations, Jewish-Israeli Literacy in Russian, information about choice in marriage in Israel, 

educational materials); (3) Incubator for Bedouin-Jewish Initiatives, including the Good 

Neighbors Network in the Negev, the White Hill Farm Urban Agricultural Center, Ajram Sewing 

Center & another 20 projects; (4) Community-Based Tourism as a social start-up, now being 

expanded to other Negev localities.  

mailto:debbie@bamidbar.org
http://www.bamidbar.org/


PROJECT PROPOSAL: Please describe the project for which you seek the foundation’s 

support by completing the following 9 items on no more than 3 pages:    

 

1.Brief Project description (summary) 

Over its 30 years of activity, Atid Bamidbar has acquired significant experience connecting 

diverse populations and promoting pluralistic Jewish and Israeli identity. At a time of 

generational change in our organization, we want to evaluate and document our work. Some of 

Atid Bamidbar programs were and still are innovative and unique. Immersed in our ongoing and 

intensive activities, we did not have an opportunity to turn this valuable knowledge into models 

that could be replicated, within our organization and in others. We want to enable new staff 

members, as well as additional NGOs, social activists, communal and other organizations, to 

learn from our experience and utilize our accumulated knowledge. To achieve this, we need to 

extract and validate the programmatic models we developed, formulate their theoretical basis, 

professionally evaluate the success of the project(s) implemented according to those models, and 

produce guidelines and materials that can be used to implement the models in other organizations 

and settings. Because of its timeliness, relevance and potential for replication, we will begin with 

analysis of the MIFGASH (lit.: meeting) project: overcoming stereotypes and connecting 

Ethiopian and Russian-speaking immigrants aged 65 and up who live in the same city.   

 

2. Project goals  

(vision & long term aims) 

3. Project objectives (should be measurable & 

achievable within the grant period) 

a. Develop (formulate, evaluate and 

validate) replicable programmatic 

models. 

a. Evaluate and produce programmatic model and 

evaluation materials of one Atid Bamidbar 

project, including necessary conditions for 

success. 

b. Produce user-friendly materials for 

dissemination (see Appendix A for 

detailed description). 

b. Produce written manual, film clip, additional 

materials to help those who want to implement 

the model.  

c. Disseminate these evaluation 

materials among potential users 

(see Target Audiences for details). 

c. Develop and implement marketing plan, 

including media exposure, meetings, training 

seminars and/or conferences and presentations. 

 

4.Project activities  

Stage One – Developing and Writing Up the Programmatic Model 

3.5 months – Analysis of materials and evaluation data, including film-clips and photos and 

returning interviews with former participants as needed; Formulation of project principles; 

Validation of the model/principles in professional literature and assessment of the evaluation 

conclusions; Write up texts for a manual and for frontal presentation.  

3.5 months – Send texts to selected professional colleagues and partners to collect comments 

and feedback; Formulate a final draft of manual and presentation materials; Translate to Hebrew, 

Russian and English; Build a marketing/dissemination plan, including budget; Prepare marketing 

flyer; Graphic design of manual, presentation, flyer; Prepare TED-style filmed talk; Prepare 

additional curricular materials (lesson plans, film clips, testimonies, and more; see below).  

Stage Two – Dissemination  

4 months – Disseminate the materials produced according to the marketing plan developed in 

Stage One: Publicity in social media, emails, posts; E/mailing of flyer; Upload TED-style talk to 



YouTube & Facebook promotion; Develop and organize conferences, training workshops, etc.; 

Hold meetings with potential users of the model in municipalities and organizations (see below).  

1 month – Joint assessment of the evaluation project and the entire process, lessons learned from 

it as a pilot for program formulation and evaluation of Atid Bamidbar's "Torah", towards 

producing additional programmatic models of other programs (e.g., inter-generational 

encounters).   

 

5.Time frame: When the necessary funds are ensured, the entire process will take one full year.   

 

6.Target populations (number & demographics of populations to be served) for Dissemination: 

We aim for at least 10 organizations to adopt and implement our programmatic model, directly 

impacting 500 Ethiopian and Russian-speaking participants and wider circles: their families, 

friends, and community professionals, in cities with both populations. We will reach out to:  

• At least 5 NGOs working to connect diverse population groups in Israeli society (e.g., Panim, 

Shaharit, Mandel Leadership Centers). 

• At least 13 Municipal Welfare and Communal Social Work Departments, in localities with 

significant populations of both Ethiopian and FSU immigrants (see Appendix B).  

• At least 13 Community Centers (Israel Association of Community Centers, Israel Federation 

of CC which includes centers not in the IACC) in localities with significant populations of 

both communities (see Appendix B). 

• At least 5 FSU immigrant grassroots associations (e.g., Federation of Russian-Speaking 

Israelis, immigrant associations (landsmanschaften), cultural clubs).  

• At least 5 organizations working with Ethiopian immigrants (e.g., Assoc. for Ethiopian Jews).  

• At least 10 organizations interested in enrichment and social action activities with Golden 

Agers and retirees (e.g., Eshel/JDC, Emunah, etc.).  

 

7.Key staff positions (please list specific names and positions) 

Dr. Hagit Hacohen Wolf, trained as a social organizational psychologist, is a seasoned 

evaluation professional and consultant with a rich track-record in the areas of Jewish renewal and 

pluralism programs in Israel, having worked for Avi Chai Foundation, UJA-NY Federation, 

Panim, and more.  

Deborah Goldman Golan, co-founder and president of Atid Bamidbar, has 4 decades of 

experience and entrepreneurship in Jewish renewal and social action programs; she is former 

Projects Coordinator at the Negev Center for Regional Development, Ben-Gurion University.  

Irena Kudman, Director of Atid Bamidbar programs with Russian-speakers, is an experienced 

educational psychologist and educator who made Aliyah to Israel from the Ukraine in 1992.  

Hadass Nisan, Atid Bamidbar's new and young CEO, is involved in overseeing the project as an 

important tool for her as she assumes organizational responsibilities and formulates future 

strategy.  

 

8.Board of directors 2019-20 (please list the names and titles of your board members)  

Mr. Yaakov Shmul, Chair; former Tourism Coordinator for the Hevel Eilot Regional Council; 

tourism consultant for various municipal and government bodies; resident of Kibbutz Sde Boker. 

Ms. Svetlana Glushak, Communal Organizer, Sheltered Workplace; resident of Yeroham. 

Adv. Jeff Goodman, Law Department, Beer Sheva Municipality; resident of Yeroham. 



Ms. Tapuha Jacoby, former Office Manager for the Director of the Nuclear Research Center, 

Dimona; volunteer Chair of Limmud Yeroham; resident of Yeroham. 

Dr. Rachel Knoll, former director of the Yeroham Science Center and the Jusidman Center at 

Ben-Gurion University; currently Director of Programs for Teachers at MindCET ed-tech 

incubator, physics supervisor for Ministry of Education, Southern District; resident of Yeroham.  

Ms. Hadas Reis, former CEO of Atid Bamidbar; founder of Inbar High School for Girls, 

Jerusalem; the Association for the Advancement of Education; resident of Midreshet Ben-

Gurion.  

Ms. Mira Zehavi, veteran educator and communal activist; volunteer Municipal Health 

Coordinator; resident of Yeroham. 

9.Evaluation methods: How will you determine if you are meeting your goals in addition to 

your objectives? What methods will be employed to measure project success and its impact?  

This project is part of a long-term process, and over the next years, Atid Bamidbar will observe 

how many organizations will pay for training and use the model we develop. This evaluation 

process will not end after a year.  

Stage One:  

• Production of Programmatic Model for the project analyzed (clearly defined and 

replicable inputs, outputs, outcomes, impact). 

• Production of evaluation products described in Appendix A.  

Stage Two: 

• Numbers of meetings/flyers sent/views of film-clip of TED-style talk.  

Number of organizations interested in the materials developed & utilizing them.  

 

Appendix A: User-Friendly Evaluation Products for Dissemination 

 

• Printed and Internet-Version Manual (in Hebrew, English and Russian) presenting the 

model, including program elements, implementation process, action principles, and 

recommendations for future implementation in these or additional target audiences. 

• TED-Style Filmed Talk in Hebrew with English and Russian subtitles, in a graphically 

designed format that presents the findings and can be disseminated via Facebook and 

YouTube, to encourage people to order the manual and our training workshops/lectures.  

• Marketing Flyer to assist in dissemination will be sent to all relevant NGOs and municipal 

departments, in at least 13 cities, so that they will know about the important work we do 

and invite us to present the project, buy the manual, or request (and pay for) mentoring to 

implement it.  

• Film Clips and Additional Curricular Materials that can be sent to professionals who are 

interested in the model and decide to implement it themselves (e.g., "lesson plans" for 

encounters and study-tours, suggestions for facilitation techniques and contents: music, 

stories, guest lecturers, films about Ethiopian or FSU Jewry, etc.). 

 

 

 



Appendix B:  FSU and Ethiopian Immigrants in Selected Israeli Cities 

(Below is a partial, initial comparison based on various 2017-8 data, just to indicate the potential 

for MIFGASH program model replication in Israeli localities.) 

 City Population # Eth. Olim %Eth. Olim #FSU Olim %FSU Olim 

1 Netanya 214,100 11,700 5.5 42,820 20 

2 Rishon Letzion* 249,900 8,500 3.4 48,660 17 

3 Beer Sheva 209,002 8,000 3.8 53,454 25 

4 Petah Tiqva 240,400 7,500 3.1 40,868 17 

5 Rehovot* 138,400 7,300 5.3 22,583 16 

6 Ashdod 224,629 7,200 3.2 65,304 26 

7 Ashkelon 140,867 7,000 5.1 41,362 27 

8 Jerusalem 910,300 6,200 0.7 36,412 4 

9 Haifa 281,100 5,800 2.0 59,031 21 

10 Kiryat Gat 53,500 5,000 9 12,840 24 

11 Bat Yam 128,774 2,500 2.0 45,735 32 

12 Ramla 75,700 4,100 5.5 14,194 19 

13 Lod 74,600 3,900 5.2 15,558 21 

14 Kiryat Malakhi 23,142 3,700 16.5 3,420 15 

15 Tel Aviv 443,900 2,700 0.6 65,252 9 

16 Netivot 35,631 1,700 5.6 4,002 11 

17 Ofaqim 29,021 670 3 5,466 18 

18 Sderot 26,455 630 3 6,307 23 

PLEASE NOTE: There are 15 localities in Israel with 5000 or more Ethiopian olim, 22 

localities with 1000-4000, and 21 localities with less than 1000 Ethiopian olim. In Kiryat Ekron, 

Ethiopian olim account for 10% of the 11,000 residents, 1,285 of whom are from the FSU; in 

Afula, 7.3% are Ethiopian olim, in Yavneh, 7.1%, and in Gedera, 6.2%. FSU immigrants are 

present in significant numbers in the periphery's cities, north and south.  

*Ethiopian olim are often concentrated in certain neighborhoods. In Rishon Letzion, 2800 

Ethiopian olim live in the Ramat Eliyahu Neighborhood, accounting for 52% of the residents. In 

Rehovot, 3000 Ethiopian olim live in Kiryat Moshe, accounting for 56% of the residents.   

  

 

 

 

 



  

Project Expenses   

Personnel Sum Comments/Calculations 

Project Co-Coordinator Deborah Golan  $ 7,900  

Estimated 410 hrs@$19/hr, incl. 

employer's costs 

Project Co-Coordinator Irena Kudman  $ 7,900  

Estimated 410 hrs@$19/hr, incl. 

employer's costs 

Adminstrative assistance  $ 1,600  Estimated 6 hrs/mo.* $19/hr 

Non-Personnel Expenses     

Professional photography of TED-talk and editing 

of existing films about the project, extraction of 

relevant materials  $ 1,000  Estimated 18 hours * $55.56/hr 

Graphic design of materials (for TED talk, booklet, 

flyer)  $ 1,300  Based on price quotes. 

Translation of manual/texts to English and Russian  $  600    

Evaluation consultant   $ 10,000  

Estimated cost for one year: about 

70 hours 

Printing of manual (150 copies) and 200 flyers   $ 1,740  Based on print co. price quotes. 

Professional processing of findings/lessons for TED 

talk  $ 1,450  Outside consultant 

Travel reimbursement to meetings and presentations 

with potential users  $ 2,900  Estimated 50 trips 

Accounting, insurance, legal advice, unforeseen - 

10%  $ 3,610    

   $ 40,000    

   

Income Sum Status 

Sapir Center  $ 10,000  Granted 

Atid Bamidbar  $ 10,000  Granted 

Gimprich Family Foundation   $ 20,000  Requested 

Total:  $ 40,000    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

Estimated Annual Organizational Budget 
Expenditures      

Personnel costs; Please list names and titles - Incl. Employer's Costs Cost ($) % of full time   

Management: Hadass Nisan, CEO $56,245 100%  

Deborah Golan, President (strategy/program/resource development) $48,969 100%  

Administration: Shula Yosef, Office Manager $38,774 100%  

Cleaning - Sigal Azulay, Juma Sagaira (6-8 hrs/wk depending on no. of 

groups, events) $9,714 

by hr., 814$/mo. for 

both  

Program/Project staff      

Shai Ben Tal, Director of Community-Based Tourism $49,777 100%  

Irena Kudman, Director of Programs with Russian-Speaking Israelis (RSI) $46,200 100%  

Yael Agmon, Coordinator of Incubator for Bedouin-Jewish Initiatives $12,028 33%pensioner rate  

Orly Reicher, Coordinator of Archives and Communal Events $18,571 33%  

Culinary Queens of Yeroham: Ethnic Cooking Group who host 10,000 

visitors a year $250,400 paid by diner/group  
Part-time tourism facilitators from Yeroham, Rahma, Beer Sheva $34,197 paid by hour  

Part-time facilitators for RSI programs from Negev cities $6,857 paid by hour  

White Hill Farm staff - Urban Agricultural Center for Bedouin & Jews $31,007 by hr.,106 hrs./mo.  

"Ajram" Sewing Center for Bedouin Women $28,571 

manager paid by 

hour, women by 

piece made  

Total personnel costs $631,310    

     

Other than personnel services (OTPS) / Program costs  Total Cost $ Cost per item/hour  

Consultants: branding &website design (100 hrs.), legal counsel (33 hrs.), 

resource development incl. fund base($1017/mo.) $22,200 $57/hr., $128.60/hr.  

Project Materials, refreshments, and other costs for events, tourism groups, 

Farm workshops, intergenerational encounters, communal documentation, 

and recompense for volunteers $101,515 $8560/mo.  

Equipment: office equipment, tent for Farm ($10,000) $18,170 $681/mo. w/o tent  

Marketing: tourism projects, social media and website for tourism $14,285 $1571/mo.  

Professional development incl. staff training days, training new Culinary 

Queens & volunteers, resource development  $6,657 

$1017/mo. RD, 

$555/mo. training  

Travel: staff and volunteer travel reimbursement, bus transport for RSI & 

other projects $20,000    

Total OTPS / Program Costs $182,827    

    

Overhead costs       

Bookkeeping and accounting $14,200 $1183/mo.  

Telephones and communications $5,000 $417/mo.  

Printing and postage $2,000 $167/mo.  

Electricity, water $17,000 $1417/mo.  

Rent, municipal taxes and utilities incl. security $4,700 $392/mo.  



Insurance $3,714 $310/mo.  

Maintenance  $2,500 $208/mo.  

Total Overhead  $49,114    

       

Total Expenditures $863,251    

    

Revenues/Income Amount ($) 

*Funding type & 

Status 

Government sources (e.g., Ministry of Agriculture support for Atid 

Bamidbar intentional community; others) $57,143 Gov  C, L 

Municipalities (e.g., Kiryat Gat, Beer Sheva, Yeroham) $82,571 Gov   L 

Philanthropy (e.g., EVZ, HATD, ICEJ, Yad Vashem/Genesis Philanthropy 

Fund, Jewish Federation of Greater Metro-West, PEF, others; Help Jews 

Home, Kibbutz Beeri, others; Ames, Bona Terra, others) $183,595 Foundations C,L,R 

Gimprich Family Foundation $20,000 foundation 

Income from tourism (550 visiting groups/year, 18,000 visitors/year); sale 

of services (e.g., lectures, workshops, facilitation, etc.) $527,942 self-generated 

Rental of Atid Bamidbar building for family and communal events  $12,000 self-generated 

Total income $863,251   

    

*Funding type: self-generated, foundation, gov    

**Status: Committed, Likely, Requested    
 

  



Applicant:   Atid Bamidbar  

Nahal Tzin Street 2  

POB 220 

Yeroham  8055102 

Contact: Debbie  Goldman Golan, President  

 

Project Title: Evaluation and dissemination of successful and unique program models: 

Evaluating the Meeting project 

Amount Requested: $20,000.00  Program Area: Capacity building 

Amount Recommended: $20,000.00   

Atid Bamidbar is one of the most veteran organizations working in the Negev. It is a unique 

multi-faceted organizations that has been the spring-board for many other organizations and 

projects. The founding generation of Atid Bamidbar, both staff and lay leaders, are all poised 

retire over the next few years. In fact, some of the leaders have already left the organization and 

this year a new CEO was hired. As the original leaders of this organization turn over the 

leadership to the next generation they wish to evaluate and record their knowledge and methods 

in order to pass this information to the next generation of Atid Bamidbar and to other projects 

and organizations that can benefit from their experience. Atid Bamidbar has turned to us to 

support this process. This is a unique capacity building opportunity that could help many 

organizations and project. Michael and I met with one of the founders of the organization and 

with their chosen evaluator. They wish to begin this organizational process by evaluating their 

"meeting" program that uses their unique model to bring together different groups in Israeli 

society who live side by side. Atid Bamidbar turned to us with this project because we are known 

as a foundation interested in evaluation, capacity building and new ideas. I recommend funding 

this project. 

  

Prior Grants: 0 
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Summary Information 

Date: Thursday, March 5th, 2020                                                          

Name of organization: The Hinam Center for Social Tolerance 

Address:  39 Techlet Street, Modi’in 

Contact Person:   Yaron Kanner                        Position: CEO 

E-mail address:     yaronkanner@gmail.com          

Web site/Facebook page: www.hinam.org 

Other media platforms: https://www.facebook.com/Hinam-175955309466876/ 

Office Telephone:  +972(0)737858224                         Mobile telephone: +972(0)505955096  

Amuta number:  580648020 

List all previous applications or grants from the Gimprich Family Foundation: $20,000  

Date of last evaluation report submitted: 21/8/18 

Total estimated organizational budget for 2020 ($US):  $552,000  

Name of the proposed project: The Center for Tolerance at Abu Ghosh 

Total project budget ($US):  $340,000 

Amount requested ($US):  $20,000 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION:  

The Hinam Center for Social Tolerance is a nonpartisan Israeli nonprofit that promotes social 

tolerance through intensive and in-depth encounters between people from different social, 

religious and ethnic groups in Israel. By partaking in the Center’s activities, participants are able 

to experience the life of the ‘other’ as they immerse themselves in daily life in a community 

different from their own: an Arab village, a religious settlement, a Jewish Orthodox community or 

an Ethiopian neighborhood. Through unmediated engagement in the community, participants can 

experience life in the ‘other’s’ shoes, thus gaining a newfound understanding of their values and 

perspectives. 

The Center’s programs and activities were designed to counter the prejudice and suspicion between 

members of different groups and ‘tribes’ that is characteristic of contemporary Israeli society. In a 

country with such a rich cultural, ethnic and religious mosaic, interactions based on solidarity and 

cooperation between members of different social groups are often colored by biases and distrust. 

In order to create bridges of respect and understanding, superficial meetings are not enough. 

Instead, what is needed are in-depth, open, and respectful gatherings that focus on the myriad 

aspects of each individual’s life: heritage, community, difficulties, loves, culture, and more. Such 

gatherings, when organized correctly and in which all participants are on equal footing, reveal an 

‘other’ not defined by his/her social or ethnic kinship but rather by human, universal traits. Hinam 

creates encounters that celebrate plurality and difference while facilitating connections based on 

understanding and solidarity - something that Israeli society desperately needs. 

Since the organization’s establishment in 2016, an exceptionally large number of Israelis have 

participated in Hinam’s programs and have become ambassadors of goodwill and agents of change 

in their communities. In 2019 alone, the organization engaged some 10,000 people from Israel and 

abroad. In 2019, Hinam received a 5.8 out of 6 evaluation score (in comparison to an average 

5.1/6) from the Szold Center for perception change among participants. The Center has also been 

awarded the Unity Prize, which promotes Jewish unity, tolerance and mutual respect and 

commemorates the death of three young men in 2014, which was presented to the organization by 

the President of the State of Israel, Mr. Reuven Rivlin. 



1.PROJECT PROPOSAL 

In the three years following its inception, Hinam focused primarily on excursions into Israeli 

society. To add to its programming while extending and diversifying its reach, in 2018 the 

organization opened the Center for Tolerance at Abu Ghosh, set in a beautiful stone building in 

the heart of the Arab village and on the outskirts of Jerusalem. The impressive 300-year-old 

building is home to numerous activities that promote cohesion between Israelis of different 

religious and ethnic origins while also engaging Jews from abroad, tourists, and the neighboring 

residents of Abu Ghosh, Haredim from the adjacent town of Telzstone, Kibbutz members from 

nearby Kiryat Anavim, and others. The establishment of the Center marks a new and exciting 

chapter in Hinam’s growing reach and impact by providing an inviting and uplifting environment 

with appeal to new target audiences. The Center houses a unique learning space: a pluralistic and 

egalitarian Beit Midrash that welcomes members of all faiths and provides a framework for 

communal learning and teaching. The Center also hosts various groups from Israel and from 

abroad for medium and large-scale events, including conferences and seminars. In addition, it 

offers a gateway to Arab society through interactions with immediate neighbors, as well as to other 

communities in the region. Finally, the Center is home to scholarship and academic research on 

topics relating to tolerance and shared society, and is expected to play an important role in helping 

Hinam take the next step towards becoming a movement advocating for pluralism, tolerance, and 

a shared society.  

 

2. Project goals  

(vision & long term aims) 

3. Project objectives (should measurable & 

achievable within the grant period) 

a. To advance a tolerant society in Israel 

through the Tolerance Center, which will 

serve as a place for cross-cultural 

encounters between members of the 

different ‘tribes’ and sectors in society. 

a. Host some 10,000 diverse participants a 

year at the Center and in its activities  

 

b. To advance perception change within 

Israeli society and among decision 

makers and disseminate Hinam’s 

‘meaningful encounter’ approach to 

promote tolerance. 

b. Conduct regular ‘Beit Midrash’ (study 

center) activities for some 100 groups a year 

from various backgrounds through Hinam’s 

unique communal learning model. 

c. To be a source of information, research 

and inspiration in the promotion of 

tolerance among educators, students, 

academics and those promoting a shared 

society. 

  

c. Develop the tolerance research institute, 

and publish two first editions of our 

academic journal ‘Encounters’ together 

with an academic institution. Publish five 

articles in various media formats on the 

subject of tolerance and award scholarships 

to three scholars at the Center. 

 

4. PROJECT ACTIVITIES:  

To advance its goals and fulfill its objectives, Hinam’s Center for Tolerance at Abu Ghosh will 

conduct activities through four primary venues: 

• The Beit Midrash (seminary) will host groups from different ‘tribes’ in Israeli society who 

wish to meet, study and learn together materials that address values common to diverse religions 

and cultures, with an emphasis on building a shared society. Hinam’s unique study method 



combines the critical learning of pluralistic study centers with the in-depth and reflective learning 

of the Yeshiva world. Our Beit Midrash is exceptional in its diversity and hospitality; members of 

all religions and religious movements are welcome to both study and teach - a true embodiment of 

Jewish pluralistic learning. Study groups can meet regularly or for a one-time event, and are open 

to the general and neighboring public as well as to organized groups, including high school 

students, employee groups, and more. Topics for learning and discussion are varied; some 

examples include the influence of Muslim philosophers on Maimonides, rulings of oriental Jewish 

sages, readings in the Quran, and more. 

• The Conference and Seminar Center at the Center for Tolerance will host national and 

international conferences on varied topics relating to pluralism and shared society. With a capacity 

of over 200 people, the Center’s building is open to large scale events for both Israelis and for 

groups from abroad who wish to learn more about the richness of Israeli society and its subgroups. 

One recent conference, for example focused on Ethiopian Jewry and on promoting a respectful 

and tolerant dialogue between members of the community and Israeli society. 

• The Center for Tolerance Guest and Visitor Center will open its doors to groups of 

between 70-200 people from Israel and around the world – including teachers, soldiers, students 

and others - who wish to learn and experience surrounding Arab culture and be involved in a 

variety of activities in an ancient and hospitable picturesque village. Together with offering 

accommodations, the Center will coordinate activities in the village including cooking classes, 

traditional Debka dancing classes, a visit to the mosque and a meeting with a Muslim religious 

leader, and personal one-on-one encounters in local residents’ homes.Our model is exceptional as 

it undermines the lack of symmetry and condescendence that may characterize interactions 

between ‘tourists’ and ‘natives’ by inserting visitors into the social fabric and personal lives of 

their hosts. 

• The Center’s Research Unit, headed by a Hinam graduate, Dr. Rotem Weitzman, will 

establish an academic journal titled ‘Encounters’ in cooperation with Bar Ilan University, which 

will bring together research from various disciplines, including sociology, anthropology, 

psychology, law and more, in order to address and analyze different perspectives and points of 

discussion regarding shared society and encounters between individuals from different 

backgrounds. This academic journal, the first of its kind in Israel, will serve as a platform for 

students and professors to advance their research and will be part of Hinam’s expansion from an 

activities-based organization to a movement that promotes new perspectives and values. In 

addition, research at the Center will be published in on-line social media platforms and in hard 

copy publications including books and newsletters, and will offer scholarships to scholars at 

different stages of their research who will publish their work on advancing social tolerance. 

• Activities at the Hinam Center in light of Covid-19: In light of last week’s decrees by the 

Israeli Ministry of Health we are currently moving our activities online. We are currently in the : 

1. Reviewing the impact of the current crisis on Israeli society and capitalizing on an emerging 

sense of solidarity between communities to create momentum for the ‘day after’. Together with 

our Steering Committee and external consultants, we are considering how to advance our goals at 

present and in the future, once this crisis has passed. 

2. Adapting our activities to an online format: these include putting our Beit Midrash classes and 

intra-cultural meetings online, and more. Next week we will begin a new project for children who 

are at home titled ‘A Surprising Friend’, which will pair children with a phone-friend from another 

community. An additional project that has begun this week and has already garnered public and 

media responses is our ‘Someone to Talk To’ project that will facilitate supportive and reassuring 



conversations between people from the same community or from different communities, to be 

determined by the participants themselves. The project will be particularly impactful for those 

who, under current lockdown conditions, are alone at home such as the elderly, lone soldiers, 

immigrants, and more.  

 

5. TIME FRAME: 

The Center’s activities are ongoing throughout the year. We anticipate that there will be at least 

two large scale events per week (average of 200 people), that there will be guests at the guest 

center throughout the year, and that research will similarly take place continuously, with the 

exception of the summer months. 

6. TARGET POPULATION: 

Target groups for the Center’s Beit Midrash activities include individuals from the rich mosaic 

that is Israel: Orthodox and secular Jews, Muslim and Christian Arabs, Druze, Ethiopian Jews, 

national-religious settlers, and people from Israel’s social and geographical periphery. With an 

average of 200 visitors every week, we expect these numbers to continue and grow for a total of 

some 10,000 visitors a year, or more. Among our target population, some 10% will be visitors 

from abroad, including young people on Taglit, visitors from Jewish federations worldwide, and 

tourists. The Visitor and Guest Center can provide accommodations for some 80 people in its 20 

beds and in the large hall that can (and has) provide a makeshift sleeping space. Target groups for 

the Research Unit include some 50 young and seasoned researchers in various fields in the 

Humanities Social Sciences and Education who will publish articles in the Center’s journal and in 

other platforms, and will impact a large, though as yet undetermined number of readers, 

researchers and decision makers. 

7. KEY STAFF POSITIONS:  

• Adv. Yaron Kanner – Head of the Beit Midrash and CEO of Hinam. 

Yaron is the the founder and director of the Hinam Center. In his previous position he was the 

Director of “Panim – The Union of Israeli Judaism Organizations’, which brings together 60 

organizations dedicated to Jewish pluralism. Yaron was a broadcast and print journalist for many 

years and also served as State Attorney. He holds a Master’s degree in Law from the Hebrew 

University and is a PhD candidate at AMU, where his research focuses on tools with which to 

advance social tolerance.  

• Hezki Feigin – Conference and Seminar Center and the Guest and Visitor Center Project 

Manager. Hezki was a group facilitator at the ‘Gesher’ organization and is a graduate of the Tavor 

College and holds a Bachelor’s degree in Philosophy. 

• Dr. Rotem Weitzman – Head of the Research Unit.  

Rotem is highly experienced in the field of education and is a secular Rabbi, having graduated 

from the Tmura Rabinical School. He is also a graduate of the ‘Amitei Hinma’ (Friends of Hinam) 

project. 

8. BOARD OF DIRECTORS:  

Rabbi Haim Dovrat and Mr. Moshe Einy (Board members and members of the Review 

Board); Oren David and Michael Oren (Board members), and Accountant Menachem 

Kuperstein. 

In addition to our official board, we have an active Steering Committee that is comprised of 

representatives from funders, heads of hosting communities and public figures among which are: 



Rabbi Menachem Bombach, director of the Hassidic yeshiva in Beitar Illit, a leader in the 

integration of Orthodox Jews in Israeli society and in promoting core studies among religious 

young people. 

Motti Shkaler – One of Israel’s leading journalists and former chairman of the Israeli 

Broadcasting Company and of the Second Broadcast Company for Radio and Television. He is a 

renown publicist and social leader. 

Dr. Shai Ben Yossef – former chairman of the the settlement of Ofra and a researcher in social 

behavior 

Lafez Assidi – head of the youth center at the Arab village of Dir El Assad.  

 

 

9. EVALUATION METHODS:  

Monitoring and evaluation of the Center’s outputs and outcomes will include questionnaires to be 

handed out to participants before and after the program, interviews, and tracking after groups have 

dispersed in order to see if members have stayed in contact with one another, if they have initiated 

similar activities in their communities, engaged their family members and friends, invited hosts to 

their homes, etc. The project’s staff will meet once a month to evaluate effect and impact, and to 

improve performance. 

Hinam anticipates that upon completion of their different programs, participants will not only be 

more knowledgeable about different communities but will have undergone a conceptual change 

regarding members of the other ‘tribes. The Szold Center, one of the leading evaluation centers in 

Israel that evaluates perception change among participants in similar programs has given Hinam a 

5.8 out of 6 evaluation score (in comparison to an average 5.1 out of 6 for similar programs). The 

Szold Center will continue to monitor these changes. 

While the Szold Center continues to monitor the Center’s activities, it is important to note that 

Hinam strives for long term change (educations, behavioral and social), something that is often 

difficult to measure. We therefore conduct quantitative evaluations of our work (reaching 

quantifiable goals such at the number of participants in yearly activities) and apply other measuring 

tools toward evaluation long term change. 

 

Estimated Annual Organizational Budget 

Expenditures      
Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time   
Management:      
Yaron Kanner, Esq. - Director $37,000 100%  
Administration:      
Aviva Zohar - Administration $20,000 100%  
Ibrahim Abed El Rahman - Maintenance $19,000 66%  
Avihu Sasson - Housekeeping $17,000 66%  
 Staff:    
Hezki Feigin - Project Director $20,500 100%  
Michal Rapoport - Resource Development $14,400 33%  
Dr. Rotem Weitzman - Head of Research Division $13,700 40%  
Total benefits and taxes $42,470    
Total personnel costs $184,070   



     

  

Total Cost 

$ Cost per item/hour  
Other than personnel services (OTPS):      

1,440 Presentations to Groups per year $144,000 

$100 per 

presentation  
Tours in the Communities (payment to hosting community, 

60 communities per year) $112,000 

$1,866 per 

community  

180 Educational Activities for Groups $36,000 

$200 per 

Educational 

Activity 

Equipment:   
Books for the Beit Midrash $6,000   

Furnishings and Equipment for the Beit Midrash Hall and 

Library $9,000   

Marketing $2,000   

Professional development $6,000   

Travel $12,000   

      

OTPS Total  Costs $327,000   

      

Overhead:    

Bookkeeping and accounting $4,080 340 per month 

Telephones and communications $2,400 200 per month 

Electricity, water $6,000 500 per month 

Rent  $21,600 1,800 per month 

taxes $6,850 Annual Taxes 

Maintenance  $6000  
Total Overhead  $40,930  
     

Total Expenditures $552,000   

     

 Income 

Amount 

($) *Funding type &  

Metro West $50,000 Foundation         C 

Levi Lasen $20,000 Foundation          L 

Rothschild $150,000 Foundation          L 

Gimprich $20,000 Foundation           R 

American Center $20,000 Foundation          R  

US EMBASSY $25,000 Foundation          R 

Birthright $57,000 self -generated     C 

Robert Russell $30,000 Foundation           R 

Visitor center reservations $155,000 Self-generated     C 

Ministry of Education $25,000 Government          L 

  $552,000   



Estimated Annual Project Budget 

Expenditures      
Personnel costs; Please list names and titles Cost ($) % of full time   
Management:      
Yaron Kanner Esq. $18,500 50%  
Administration:      
Aviva Zohar - Project Operations Coordinator $10,000 50%  
 Staff:      
Hezki Feigin - Project Director $20,500 100%  
Dr. Rotem Weitzman, Head of Researh at the Tolernce Center  $13,700 33%  
Total benefits and taxes $18,810    
Total personnel costs $81,510    
     

 

Other than personnel services (OTPS): 

Total 

Cost $ 

Cost per 

item/hour  

1,440 Presentations to Groups per year $144,000 

$100 per 

presentation  

30 Tours of Surrounding Communities per year $56,000 

$1,866 per 

tour  

180  Group Trainings per year $36,000 

$200 per 

training   
Equipment:    
Books for the Beit Midrash $6,000   
Furniture and equipment for the Beit Midrash hall and library $9,000    
Marketing $1,000    
Professional development $2,000    

 
OTPS Total  Costs $254,000    
       
Overhead:     
Bookkeeping and accounting $1,500    
Printing of Educational Materials $1,390    
Telephones and communications $1,600    
Total Overhead  $4,490    
     
Total Expenditures $340,000   

     
Revenues/Income      
      

 

Amount 

($) 

*Funding 

type 

Metro West $50,000 Foundation C 

Levi Lasen $20,000 

Foundation  

L 



Rothschild $13,000 

Foundation  

L 

Gimprich $20,000 

Foundation   

R 

Birthright $57,000 

Self- 

generated C 

Visitor center reservations $155,000 

self – 

generated C 

Ministy of Education $25,000 

Government    

L 

Total Income $340,000  

  
 



Applicant: Hinam Center 

Contact: Yaron Kanner, CEO  

39 Tchelet Street 

Modiin 

Project Title: The Center for Tolerance at Abu Ghosh 

Amount Requested: $20,000.00  Program Area: Dialogue 

Amount Recommended: $20,000.00  

 

Hinam means "They are here". Their name reflects their vision of creating a society in Israel where all 

who are here in Israel are accepted and embraced by all others. The Hinam Center has two main areas of 

activity: 

1. Programs that expose Israelis to the vast diversity of Israeli society by in depth visits to different 

communities. 2. Programs that bring Israelis and visitors to Israel to the Center for Tolerance in Abu 

Ghosh where Israelis from many walks of life have in-depth long term meetings with one another. Hinam 

is seeking our support for the Center for Tolerance. Michael and I visited the Center which includes a 

hostel where long-term (6 months) participants can reside, an interfaith study hall (beit midrash) holding 

texts from all three local faiths, common areas both large and small for lectures and events. The Center is 

a unique model where Israelis who would often never meet can interaction in a meaning way and share 

everyday life. The Center has been successful in attracting participants to its program which is not trivial 

given the great divides between currently existing in Israeli society. Likewise, the center is located in the 

heart of an Arab village that borders on a strictly ultra-orthodox town that had little contact with each 

other until Hinam stepped in. I recommend funding this interesting and unique Center for the requested 

amount 

 

 Prior Grants:  

Total Amount: $20,000.00  Date Last Grant:  10/22/2017 

Span: 2017 Amount: $20,000.00  

Total Grants: 1 

  

 

  



 
 


